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Tern peratu res
dip below
average after
heat wave

MISD sixth among districts in 201041 ACT scores
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he Murray Independent School
District ranks sixth among 174
school districts in Kentucky on
newly-released American College Test
(AC!') scores.
Reporting a 21.0 point overall composite, Murray High School juniors
scored 20.5 in English, 21.3 in math,
20.7 in reading and 21.2 in science during the 2010-11 school year.
The Kentucky state average was
reported at 18.8, according to a news
release from Sherry Purdom. public
information officer for the district.

T

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Calloway
Countians
are
enjoying a respite from the heat
in the last week. Justin Holland,
official
National
Weather
Service government weather
observer for Murray and
Calloway County, said since
Aug. 5, temperatures have been
about five degrees below
monthly averages, which range
from 88-90 degrees for the
month. This follows a peak in
heat at the beginning of the
month. Aug. 3 was the hottest
day on record for 2011 with a
high of 102 degrees, according
to Holland.
"This is nothing really out of
the ordinary for August,"
Holland said. "Weather patterns
go in swings. We'll have two
weeks of above normal and then
we'll have two weeks of below
normal. But if you look at it as a
whole. like a month or for a
whole summer, it will normally
average itself out."
Holland said a change in the
direction of the jet stream over
our area has led to the cool
down.
"We have been in the northwest flow of things, so we have
been getting the cooler temperatures from the northwest,

MHS Principal Teresa Speed said this
year's ranking is the culmination of
work by MHS teachers, students and
parents.
"We strive each day to improve in
every area of our students' college and
career focus, while cheering them on in
sports and extra-curricular activities,"
Speed said. "Our families work very
hard to provide their children the best
they can and we echo that in everything
we do. Go Tigers."
Superintendent Bob Rogers said all of
Kentucky's public school juniors are
mandated to participate in the ACT
exam at state expense; a move resulting

from recent changes in
Kentucky
Revised
Statutes.
"The current senior
class with a composite
score of 21 garnered
them the top score in
western Kentucky and
allowed our district to
have the sixth highest
Rogers
score in the state,"
Rogers said. "Only 15
high schools in the entire state had a
higher score than ours. I compliment the
students, teachers and parents on this
accomplishment."

Rogers said student progress is continually monitored and that MHS students
always perform well on the ACT.
"We have a high percentage of our
high school students advance to postsecondary education opportunities, with a
large number of students enrolled in
honors or advanced placement classes,"
he said. -This is reflected when our students are recognized with hundreds of
scholarships and the KEES money that
is awarded to our students. We're told by
college recruiters that when a Murray
High transcript is seen it reflects that this

•See Page 2A

Interest
in GEDs
reported
to be up
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The number of working-age
adults getting a GED certificate, or at least making an
effort to try, has increased in
Murray-Calloway County and
across the state.
The Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary
Education
reports a 10 percent increase
statewide in the past year with
more than 10,000 receiving
high school equivalency certificates between July 1, 2010,
and June 30, 2011, according
to an Associated Press report
Wednesday.
The pass rate for test takers
also increased from 80 to 83
percent.
Locally the number of general
equivalency
diplomas
awarded are comparable to last
year. However Anica Smith,
coordinator for Calloway
County Adult and Family
Education, says the number of
persons
working
toward
obtaining a certificate has
increased.
"We haven't seen an increase
in that from last year to this
year, it's about the same number, but what we have seen is
an increase in students interested in working on it and putting
forth the effort in getting it,"

•See Page 2A
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ACCIDENT:
The
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Office responded to
a collision Wednesday afternoon on U.S. 641 South.
According to CCSO Captain
Richard
Steen,
Richard
Jetton, 47, of Murray, whose
vehicle is pictured above, was
driving north on U.S. 641
when he crossed over into the
oncoming traffic into the path
of Terry Doss, 56, of Murray.
For the full story, see page
3A.

Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
87. Calm wind becoming west
southwest between 4 and 7
mph.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 67. Light north
northwest wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms. A high near 89.
Light east southeast wind.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 66.

Official: Minister's preliminary
hearing rescheduled for Sept. 12

Jane Hardin, Murray
Woman's Club member,
cleaned weeds from two
flower beds this week at
the entrance to MurrayCalloway County Park.
Club members are on site
each week during the
growing season.
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By HAINKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The preliminary hearing for
the Hazel minister charged
with sexual abuse has been
moved to Sept. 12.
According to Kentucky State
Police, the agency received a
complaint on Aug. 9 from the
parents of a juvenile alleging
that sexual abuse had taken
place the evening before
between their son and Robert
Meredith, 50, a pastor at Green
Plain Church of Christ in
Hazel. After Trooper Russell
Boyd interviewed Meredith as
part of the investigation, he

9-10
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was arrested and charged with
Sexual Abuse in the First
Degree (Victim under 12).
KSP spokesman Trooper Dean
Patterson said.
The charge is a Class C
felony, which carries a possible penalty of 5-10 years in a
state penitentiary. Calloway
District
Judge
Randy
Hutchens said at Meredith's
arraignment on Aug. 10.
Meredith was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail and a
$10,000 cash bond was set.
The District Court Office
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BZA discusses development
proposal, approves garage

GREG MAVIS / Ledger & Times
CLEANING UP: Murray State University's Supervisor of the Moving Shop Louie Sieting, left, and Building Services employee

Whitney Lamb, worked recently cleaning and spray washing portions of the Pogue Library. Sieting Said vines had been
removed, and they were working to make the writing along the top of the building more visible.

MATT'S
PC CHAT

From Front

by
Matthew
Barnes
Hello again. Technology Enthusiasts!
Matt here with this week's PC Chat
lislay. we want to cover a common
with many ot the customers we
,,iunter. Very often. we have customers come in who base an old computer that is no longer working hut
still contains valuable data In the
case that the hard drive is still intact
and does not contain any corruption.
that data can still he remosed. That
type of data often includes pictures.
documents. music. videos, fasorites.
etc A problem that many people
encounter in this situation is losing
their programs. There are comm..,
misconceptions that these prog
be transferred along v. ith ii
tS hile the data that is associated
the program can he sascql
sferred. the program Ascii
reinstalled For example. it
tihecsC
someone has Quickhooks on a cornpeter that no longer works the data
related to Quickbooks can be saved.
houses ci. the Quickhooks program
will base to be reinstalled. In some
cases, people are distraught tn. this
because they may no longer lime the
CI) that processes the installation of
these Programs. For this reason. it is
important to make back-up's of these
installation CD's. Should ti OU has e
program that doesn't come with a CD
but can be downloaded online )1111
should sase that installation to a flash
clrts e or CD. Common programs that
need reinstallation are Microsoft
lee.. Quickbooks. Quicken. and
,gattICS. It is very important to keep
back-ups of these installation CD's so
you aren't forced to buy new ones
Here at Bluegrass Computer Sy stems.
we arc more than happy to help you
reciA er data you may leans lost. We
also offer the reinstallation of these
programs should )ou provide us
installation discs. We strive to return
your computer to perfect working
condition! Call us at 270.761.2427 or
come Visit us in University Shops on
'.,..stnut Street. loin us again on
-ember I when we answer more ot
,UstOirk!rc. questions

instead of the warm, humid air
coming up from the south," he
said.
The region is not finished with
hot weather for the year, said
Holland. He said it is unlikely
temperatures will get over 100
degrees again. but 90 and above
will continue.
The 10-day weather outlook
from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) calls for below average temperatures for Calloway
County. The National Weather

From Front
Smith said. "1 think the increase
is that people are actually finishing."
CPE President Bob King
statewide
the
applauded
increases, which were attributed
to free GED testing offered
6etween April and June. CPE
400,000
about
estimates
Kentuckians, or 15 percent of
the working-age population,
still don't have high school
diplomas or GEDs.
According to CPE's website,
adults with GEDs can compete
for good jobs, make enough
money to support their families,
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Service predicts temperatures
will hover around 90 through
the weekend.
Holland said August is also
typically the driest month of the
year. Average rainfall for the
month is 2,76 inches. Heavy
rain in the spring and early summer staved off any drought conditions in the county, said
Holland. Combined rainfall for
April - June was 30 inches. That
is equal to eight months' worth
of precipitation. So far this
August, the Calloway County
weather recording station has
reported 2.6 inches of rainfall.

From Front

student is prepared to do well in
college."
However the district never
stops striving for improvement.
"We are excited with these
student results, however, we
constantly look for ways to do
better," Rogers said.
Independent
Beechwood
School District ranked first followed closely by other independent school districts, according to the release. Beechwood
was followed in the top 6 by Ft.
Verona,
Thomas, Walton
Williamstown
County,
Oldham
raise children more likely to
succeed in school and beyond Independent with MISD followand allow the Commonwealth ing sixth.
Benchmark scores tallied for
to make a compelling case for
companies opening or expand- the 44,053 Kentucky junior stuing their businesses in dents who took the test last
Kentucky.
spring, indicate this year's MHS
Kentucky Adult Education seniors once again scored sigcoordinates programs for adult
nificantly above the state benchlearners including GED, adult
mark percentage in the four conliteracy, workforce developareas joining other top indetent
ment, assessment. English as a
second language training and pendent, traditional magnet and
other educational services high-performing Kentucky high
which are not part of the post- schools.
secondary system.
For 2011, 102 MHS students
Calloway County Adult and were tested, according to
Family Education is located at Kentucky
Department of
92 Chestnut Street in Murray. Education figures. Benchmark
For more information, drop by percentages by site, reported by
the office or call 759-5525.
KDE, report scores of 66.7 in
English, 51 in math, 47.1 in
reading and 27.5 in science for
the class. The state total among
From Front
44,053 students tested: 49.5 in
said the preliminary hearing had English, 23.8 in math, 35.3 in
been moved to 8:30 a.m. Sept. reading and 15.8 in science.
12 and that the bond conditions
remain the same. Meredith is
The Calloway County School
. not allowed to have any com- System was contacted to also
munication, direct or indirect, provide information about its
with the alleged victim or any ACT test scores. We were told
person under 16, including his Assistant Principal Randy
own children. He is also not
McCallon would be the official
allowed to leave Calloway
to provide that information, but
County.
Individuals facing charges are he was out oftown.
A story on Calloway County
presumed innocent until proven
test scores willfollow:
ACT
guilty.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments voiced their support Wednesday for a proposed
residential/commercial development at the northeast corner
of Ky. 94 West and Robertson
Road North.
The development is being
proposed by SBG Investments.
Company representative Matt
Jennings said he planned for 25
lots within the property to be
used for a combination of
duplexes, triplexes and quadplexes. He said he also thought
the area would be perfect for a
business like a small grocery
store. He said he might even be
interested in constructing a
building for that purpose if he
found the right tenants. He said,
though, that residential properties would need to come first.
"We don't expect the commercial (side of the development) to necessarily develop
wide open," he said. "Our first
focus is going to be on the residential side because the residential side is going to attract the
commercial side."
Jennings added that most
businesses would probably be
more interested in renting space
than starting their own construction to keep the overhead
low.

City Planner Candace Dowdy
said a "neighborhood activity
center" such as the one Jennings
was proposing fit in well with
the city's comprehensive plan.
She said that besides upscale
but affordable single-family
housing, small-impact commercial developments could serve
the surrounding subdivisions
and neighborhoods while also
being walkable and bicyclefriendly. She said that if the
company's plans moved forward, the property would need
to be annexed into the city and
Likely would be zoned as B-4,or
mixed-use.
Board member Scott Seiber
said he thought more and more
developments were moving in a
similar direction to what SBG
was proposing.
"I can tell you this: This is
what the future holds," he said.
"Low-density (residential areas
are) going to be a thing of the
past in another 25 years."
Dowdy said that since both
the Planning Commission and
BZA had voiced support for the
development, the next step for
SBG Investments would be to
present a preliminary plat.
In other business, the board
unanimously approved Poplar
Street resident Cleo Colson to
build a detached garage in his
side yard.

Hazel woman dies in Trigg crash
Staff Report
A Hazel woman died and a
Murray woman is in critical
condition after a collision in
Cadiz Wednesday, Kentucky
State Police say.
According to KSP, the agency
arrived at 12:11 p.m. on the
scene of a two-vehicle collision
in Cadiz at the intersection of
U.S. 68 and the U.S. 68
Business Loop. Upon investigation, it was determined Ronda
Lenton, 28,of Murray, was driving a 1994 Chevrolet Trailblazer
east on U.S. 68 accompanied by
a female passenger, Andrea
Him, 32,'of Hazel. Bernard
Eagan,. 42, of Whitehall, N.Y.
was driving east behind Lemon
in a 2006 Peterbilt semi truck.
Police said Lenton pulled into
the center turn lane of U.S. 68,
apparently to make a left-hand
turn, and turned abruptly to the
right into the path of Eagan for
unknown reasons. Eagan was

unable to avoid the collision and
hit Lenton's vehicle on the passenger side, police said.
Lenton's vehicle overturned as
a result of the impact and Hite
was ejected. Both Lenton and
Eagan were extricated from
their vehicles. Lenton was airlifted to Vanderbilt University
Medical Center, where she is
currently in critical condition.
police said. Eagan was transported by Trigg EMS to Trigg
County Hospital, where he was
treated and released. Hite was
also transported to Trigg County
Hospital, where she was pronounced dead. Eagan was cited
for being too wide and too long
to be operating on U.S. 68. KSP
troopers were assisted on scene
by the Cadiz Police Department,
Trigg EMS, Trigg County
Sheriff's Office, and the
Vehicle
Commercial
Enforcement Division of the
state police.
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Two arrested for narcotics charges
Staff Report
Two Hazel residents were
arrested Wednesday after a
search revealed the presence of
narcotics in their home, police
said.
According to Major Jim
Osborne of the Murray Police
Department, local narcotics
detectives executed a search
warrant on Wednesday at 6381
Highway 641 South Lot K in
Calloway County. During the
execution of the search warrant,
marijuana. crack cocaine, drug
paraphernalia and cash were
located inside the residence,
Osborne said.
Tenants Marlon Towns and
Jennifer Lee were both charged
with narcotics-related offenses
by Del. Chris Garland, who
works for both MPD and

Fennyrile Narcotics Task Force.
Towns, 34. of Hazel, was
charged with Trafficking in
Controlled Substance Crack
Cocaine (less than two grams).
Possession of Marijuana and
Drug
of
Possession
Paraphernalia. Lee, 24, of
Hazel, was charged with
Possession of Marijuana and
Drug
of
Possession
Paraphernalia. Towns was also
charged with two active bench
warrants by the Calloway
Office.
Sheriff's
County
Osborne said.
Kentucky State Police, CCSO
and PNTF all assisted in the
search and arrest. No further
arrests are expected in this
investigation, Osborne said.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.
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Two vehicles collide on 641

Obituaries

Staff Report
coming to final rest in a wooded
A Murray man was transport- area.
Suzanne M.Oakley,65. of Murray. died Tuesday, Aug. 16, 2011'
ed to the hospital after colliding
Di.sss's vehicle spun around
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
from the impact and came to
with
another
vehicle
Wednesday
She was a retired L.P.N., and a member of the Glendale
Road
rest facing northbound on the
afternoon on U.S. 641 South.
Church of Christ.
According to Captain Richard opposite side of the roadway,
Preceding in death were her father, Sam H. Myers; mother,
Steen with the Calloway County Steen said. Jetton was transportMildred Marine Myers; and by her first husband.
Sheriff's Office, Richard Jetton, ed to Murray-Calloway County
Jerry F. Thompson.
47,of Murray, was driving north Hospital by EMS for treatment
Survivors include her husband, Joe C. Oakley
on U.S. 641 when he crossed of posiible injuries, and Doss
did not complain of any injuries
of Murray, whom she married May 13, 1978 in
over into the oncoming traffic
at time of the report. A passenMurray; two daughters, Dena L. Farris and husinto the path of Terry Doss, 56,
ger in Jetton's vehicle, Mary
band. John of Powell. Ohio, Diane Tapia of
of Murray, who was driving
Reynolds, also had no comKingston Springs. .Tenn.; two sons, Jay
south. Doss attempted to avoid plaint of
injuries. Deputies with
Thompson and wife, Melissa of Benton, and Joe
Jetton but was unable to do so. CCSO were assisted
at the scene
A. Oakley and wife, Christy of Memphis, Tenn.:
After striking Doss' vehicle, by the Murray Fire Departmen
t
two brothers, Sammy Myers and wife, Shelia of
Jetton's vehicle went off the and
Oakley
Calloway
County
Murray, Jim Myers and wife, Nancy of Dover,
roadway down an embankment. Fire-Rescue.
Tenn.; 11 grandchildren, Justin Farris, Laura Farris, Allie
Thompson. Courtney Thompson, Carley Oakley, Alex Tapia,
Alyassa Tapia. Mackenzie Brindley. Keaton Moore, Katie Hunt
and Noah Hunt.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Aug. 19. 2011, at 11 a.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating.
ANGIE HATTON Ledger & Times
BENTON,Ky.(AP)-Police ter line of the two-lane highway PROPERTY INSPECTION: Chris Wooldridge, Murray Main
Entombment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
have charged a young Paducah near Sharpe Elementary School. Street board chair, left, and Mark Welch, ex-officio board
Visitation will be tonight, Thursday, from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H.
woman with murder after a fatal according to The Paducah
member, survey the proposed property line division behind
Churchill Funeral Home.
Sun
traffic crash, saying she was (http://bi
the Higgins House/Library Annex. Pink tape marks the line.
Expressions of sympathy may be rent to the Cystic Fibrosis
tly/06DCuR).
intoxicated and driving on an
Foundation, Kentucky/West Virginia Chapter, 1941 Bishop Lane.
Deputies said the 45-year-old The Calloway County Library Board plans to sell the building
instructional driver's permit.
Suite 108, Louisville, KY 40218.
victim was on his way to work to Murray Main Street for $1. An official agreement is still in
Stephen H. Harper, also of
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralat a factory in Benton when he discussion.
Paducah. was killed when his
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
compact pickup truck was hit was killed.
Funeral Home.
After Pittman and her passenhead-on while traveling U.S. 68
ger
were treated at Lourdes
in Marshall County on Monday
Hospital In Paducah, Pittman
Barbara Sue Coltharp
evening.
C
ir-MZL//iv/46W 14
,
Sheriff's deputies arrested 18- was taken to the Marshall
Funeral services for Barbara Sue Coltharp,67,of Sedalia, will be
year-old Tiffany L. Pittman, County jail, where records don't
held today. Thursday, Aug. 18, 2011 at II a.m. at Bym Chapel
who was driving a car that indicate whether she has an
Funeral Home in Mayfield with Elder Donald Coltharp and
authorities
said crossed the cen- attorney.
Evangelist John Sheppard officiating. Honorary pallbearers
include Charles Ray Harris, Thomas Ford. Sam Mahan, Kent
Guthrie, Stephen Skiles, Allan Skiles, Brian Coltharp, Corey
Gilbert, Jeremy Grantham and Jim Farris.
Coltharp died Monday. Aug. IS. 2011 at Vanderbilt Medical
304 North 12th Street • Nlorra), KY 42071
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of the Community of Christ Church.
SANTA ANA, Calif.(AP)- attorney fees after a jury found
Preceding in death was her mother, Alvenia Bernice Walter
A federal judge ordered toy in April that the company stole
Guthrie. she is survived by her husband of 51 years, Bobby Ed
giant Mattel Inc. to post a $315 trade secrets from the Los
Coltharp; two sons, Glynn- Edward Coltharp (Terry) of Bowling
million bond while it appeals a Angeles-based MGA.
$310 million award to rival toy'nu es
ol t 1tett•iii
Green, and Robert Earl Coltharp (Angela) of Sedalia; one daughIt was a surprising twist in the
Investments Since 1854
Int,1111••• oft 511511.1 1 -, 11/11
maker MGA Entertainment Inc. case, which originated in 2004
ter, Bobbi Coltharp Grantham of Mayfield; two sisters, Shirley
in a long-running legal dispute when Mattel first
Coltharp of Sedalia and Linda Dianne Newton of Houston, Texas;
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He is survived by four children, Bobbie Joe
daughter and himself.
text message and no one
liazzell (Liz), Nancy Lovett (Ted), Mary Beth
Henderson Police Lt. Chip answered the door so he called
Hayes(Keith) and Charley Bazzell (Dana), all of
Stauffer told The Gleaner police. Stauffer decjined to
Murray; nine grandchildren. Julie Wilson
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morning
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.
Graveside services will be held at Tucker Cemetery at 11 a.m. on
CADIZ, Ky.(AP)-A 19was using a chipper to make
Friday, Aug. 19, 2011. Charley Bazzell will officiate.
year-old western Kentucky man silage when he lost his balance
The family will receive visitors between the hours of 5-8 p.m. on
operating a piece of farm
and fell onto the conveyer belt
Thursday. Aug. 18. at Heritage Family Funeral Home.
machinery has died after falling and into the machine, police
Condolences may be left online at www.imesmiller.com.
into the equipment.
said.
This is a paid obituary.
Kentucky State Police say
The accident happened in a
Benue' Stoltzfus of the Linton
field near Stoltzfus' home, and
area of Cadiz died just after 9
(The number of times published or the length of one or more of
he was pronounced dead at the
a.m. CDT Tuesday. Stoltzfus
scene.
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.)

Suzanne M. Oakley

Paducah woman charged with
murder in fatal Benton crash
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'Spelling Bee'returns to Playhouse
HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Playhouse in the Park will
bring back the musical comedy
-The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee" for several encore performances this
weekend. Aug. 19-21.
The show, which originally
premiered on Broadway in
2005. was quite popular with
local audiences when it was performed at Playhouse in
September 2010. It tells the
story of six students who compete in a spelling bee while
dealing with issues like puberty,
social pressures and the high
expectations of their parents.
The original production was
nominated for six Tony Awards
and won two, while the OffBroadway production won two
Lucille Lone{ Awards, includMusical.
ing Outstanding
Playhouse Executive Director
• Lisa Cope said that all but one
of last fall's cast members were
able to come back for the repeat
performances. The cast includes
Joshua Byrne, Laynie Mitchell,
James Kyle Damron, Adam
Miller. Rebecca Raj, Emily
Merrick, Bec Feldhaus, Don
Fleming and Michael Martin.
"Playhouse presented this
terrific show last season and
people loved it!" Cope said.
"When we did a 'bit' from the
show for the annual PIP Awards
this spring, interest was
renewed and we decided to have
a one-weekend revival. And the
original cast is coming back! If
you saw the show the first time,
you know how funny it is. If

Readfr's
oriptce
21311

iPhone photo exhibit opening Friday
Special to the Ledger
Murray Art Guild director
Debi Henry Danielson is
exhibiting her recent photography work, Project 365. The
exhibition includes a photo each
day from May 16, 2010 through
May 15. 2011, all of which were
taken and edited with an iPhone.
The work will remain on

exhibit in Murray An timid's
gallery through Aug. 31. The
public is invited to a reception
on Friday Aug. 19, from 6-8
p.m. The Guild is a nonprofit
community arts organization
located at 500 North Fourth St..
For additional information, contact the guild office at murrayartguild.org or 753-4059.

Arts in the Region
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
opens its fall season on
Thursday with the Academy
Award-winning movie. -The
King's Speech," starring Colin
Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena
Bonham Carter. The movie
plays at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in the
Curns Center Theater

Photo provided

The cast of Playhouse in the Park's production of "The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee" is pictured after a September 2010 performance. Most of the original cast will return for
repeat performances this weekend.
you missed it, trust me - you
want to make your plans now to
see it."
The show's director, Stephen
Keene, said he loved working
with a small ensemble cast on a
show that was fun and had lots
of great songs. Byrne, who
plays a returning spelling bee
champion with a big egd, said
the show had a very intimate
feel, so it is the perfect material
for a small theater like the
Playhouse. That intimacy is an

important aspect of the show
because four audience members
will be asked during each performance to volunteer to compete in the spelling bee. This
audience participation makes
each performance unique, said
Feldhaus, who plays an adult
who moderates the bee and is a
former champion herself.
"If you come three nights in
a row, you'll get a different show
every night," she said.
Keene warned that the show

deals with a few mature themes.
so it is not appropriate for very
young children. Byrne said he
thought the material was probably the equivalent of a movie
rated P0-13.
Friday and Saturday performances are at 7 p.m. and
Sunday performances are at
2:30 p.m. Tickets not be available online, but Cope said people may call 759-1752 or e-mail
playhouse@murray-ky.net to
make reservations,

• Jason Isbell will perform at
7:30 p.m. Saturday at Murray
Lovett
University's
State
Auditorium. For tickets, visit the
CFSB Center box office or
www.ticketmastercom or call 1800-745-3000.
• Maiden Alley Cinema presents the British comedy "The
Trip" Friday through Sunday.
For details and other show
times, visit www maidenalleycinema.org

Box
Opry presents the Stars of
Tomorrow show with special
guest Emily Portman at 7:30
p.m Friday. At the same time
Saturday. Portman will perform
a tribute to Loretta Lynn. For
tickets to shows. call (270) 5273869 or 1-888-459-8704.
The
Mayfield/Graves
•
County Art Guild continues the
Harvey Parker Community
Show at the Ice House Art
Gallery through Aug. 27
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• Janice Mason Art Museum
in downtown Cadiz presents an
exhibit of watercolors by Grand
Rivers artist Steve Estes
through Oct. 2 The museum is
through
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AMVETS hold
August meeting

Ungagernenl

New Beginnings to hold
meeting Sunday at church

The next New Beginnings Support Group meeting
will
be held at Saturday, Aug. 20, at 6:30 p.m at Westside
Baptist Church. The meeting will start with a potluck
meal.
Delores Jackson, of Paris, Tenn. will speak on Anger
and
What Anger Can Do to You. Jackson has a BS
degree in
Psychology from Liberty University. The meetings are
open
to the public and childcare is available. For informatio
n,
or a ride, you may call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Box of Frogs to perform musical

The Box of Frogs, Playhouse in the Park's teenage theatre
troupe, will perform the musical 'How I Became a Pirate,'
Saturday, Aug. 20, at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5 at the door or by
calling Playhouse at 759-1752. All proceeds go toward the
Box of Frogs' Summer 2012 trip to New York City.

Registration being held Saturday

The Murray Youth Bowling League will have registration
for the 2011-12 season Saturday, Aug. 20 at 10 a.m. at Corvette
Lanes, Murray. This program is for youth from 3-19 years of
age, and is flexible for those who are involved in other sports
or activities. For more information, call Donna Darnell 7599246 or email bowl@murrayusbc.org.

Workshop to be held by Playhouse

Playhouse in the Park hosts a fun workshop based on the
musical "How I Became a Pirate,- Saturday, Aug. 20, from 10
a. m. to 12 p.m. at the Playhouse. Kids through 5th grade
will swab the poop deck, hoist the dail and walk the plank.
Cost for the workhop is $25. Call Playhouse at 759-1752 to
sign up.

Learn to Sew leader training to be held

Leader training for the Cooperative Extension Learn to Sew
Program will be Saturday. Aug. 20. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the American Legion building, 310 Bee Creek Dr. This is for
new and returning leaders. There is no charge. Lunch is on
your own: however, a refrigerator is available. Training will
consist of "things your pattern guide doesn't tell you," electronic sewing machine and serger demonstrations, and brief demonstrations of the projects to be made. Call the Extension Office
at 753-1452 to register.

Fairground Market now available
At the Fairgrounds - Murray-Calloway County Farmers' Market is now available. The Tuesday Market at the Fairgrounds
is now open 3-6 p.m. and regular hours for Saturday mornings are 7 a.m. to noon. At the market this week: fruits locally grown grapes (orders can be placed), peaches, jams,
jellies, honey. watermelon and cantaloupes: vegetables - local
tomatoes, corn, cucumbers, squash, onions, potatoes, egg plants,
green peppers, a variety of hot peppers, beef and sausage.
Handcrafted Calloway County Jewelry is Offered for sale Saturday mornings.Tymeless Hearts to hold carnival

Carnival to be held Saturday
Tymeless Hearts, Inc. will" hold a free carnival to help families of children with heart defects on Saturday, Aug. 20. from
noon to 6 p.m. at Chestnut Street Park in Murray. Featured
will be games, food, petting zoo, pony rides, train rides, bouncers, vehicles, shopping, prizes, health checks, silent auction,
beauty pageant. and, caricature artist Steve Barton.

'Back to School Bash'to be held
A "Back to School Bash" will be held at St. John Missionary Baptist Church on Saturday, Aug. 20, from 4-7p.m. This
is for alj youth. Games will be available to play plus lots
more fun things to do.

MHS yearbooks ready for pick up
The 2010-11 MHS yearbooks are available for pick up at
Murray High School for students who pre-ordered them during the 2010-11 school year.

CASA Board meeting times set
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of Calloway
and Marshall Counties will have their monthly Board of Directors meeting on Friday. Aug. 19 at 1:30 p.m. at the CASA
Office in Murray on Poplar Street.

e-mail: communityoewsemurrayledger.com

Ryan and Darnell
David and Tina Ryan of Murray, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Robyn Nicole Ryan to Seth Baker Darnell,
son of. Mr. Marc Darnell and Mrs. Shaun Barrow of Murray.
Miss Ryan is the granddaughter of Martha Outland and the
late Ronald Housden of Murray, and Nick and Betty Ryan of
Murray.
Mr. Darnell is the grandson of James and Janice Baker of
Murray, Mrs. Glenda Wilder of Harrodsburg and the late Raymond Darnell.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School and received her degree in Elementary Education and
Learning and Behavior Disorders at Murray State University in
2009. She is currently working on her graduate degree in
Reading and Writing. She is employed as a special education
teacher at North Calloway Elementary.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School
and received his degree in Criminal Justice and Legal Studies
at Murray State University in May 2011. He is employed by
The Murray Bank.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 10, 2011, at ,4:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church in Murray. The reception will take place
immediately following the ceremony at The Bullpen in Murray.
All family and friends are invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

Participants being sought
The Murray State University Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) will hold the Bands 'N BBQ Blowout
'II Friday, Aug. 19. They are seeking barbeque vendors to
participate in a cookoff during the event. The cookoff will be
from 4-10 p.m. and all proceeds will benefit the professional
development of members of the MSU PRSSA.
For more information, contact Lauren Rosentreter at (270)
978-1773 or lauren.rosentreter@ murray state.edu.

By JAN DOALL PRO
Special to the Ledger
Several members of AMVETS
45 and Auxiliary attended the
National AMVETS Convention
held this year in St Louis, Mo.
the week of Aug. 8-14, along
with delegations from all Post
and Auxiliaries across the state.
Local Auxiliary
members
attending included President
Nancy Byford, Wincie Wright,
Kristie Frye, Shirley Collins,
and Jan Doall, as each of these
ladies also hold a state office.
We were very 'proud to bring
home awards for our work in
Americanism, Hospital and
Scholarship. Along with honorable mention in other service
programs, being a smaller
organization compared to some
other states, we are very proud
of our accomplishments. A total
of 38 delegates, and several
guests, attended this convention
from Tennessee.
The local meeting of Aug. 7
was chaired by President Byford
who after opening ceremonies
shared correspondence and gave
last minute advice to the
National delegates. She was
proud to then induct four new
ladies into membership, Pam
Neineberger, Brandy Norris,
Cheryl Sanders, and Donna
Williams.
The Auxiliary will sponsor a
team to play in the Oct. 1
AMVETS Golf tournament if
enough players can be recruited
for a team. If not, they will sponsor a Hole.
Reports were given by
Membership - Jennie Matlick,
who had introduced the new
inductees and reported that two
additional applications have
been accepted.
Celinda Keech - Child-

Welfare, who gave us final plans
for the Luau planned for Aug.
20, which will help fund the
Children's Annual Christmas
party. This is always a fun occasion for all, with the many
Hawaiian costumes, music,
games, door prizes and wonderful food. A "most unusual Lei"
contest should be interesting, so
break out the grass skirts, invite
your friends and neighbors and
join us for a good time. Celinda
also announced that she will be
collecting stuffed animals/bears
for "Bears on Patrol," a program
to supply
the
Sheriff's
Department with bears for child
victims of accidents, or any situation where they may be
involved with police activities,
such.as parent arrest and child
endangerment.
Debbie Hill - Community
Service, has a big Halloween
party planned for Oct. 29, save
that date for this event, more on
this later.
Doris Biggs - Americanism,
briefly told us she is working on
an entry for the Veterans Day
Parade, and had a Western night
in the works for November so
watch for this too.
The State Department will be
holding the quarterly State
Executive Board meeting at Post
75 in Newport on Oct. 1, so out
local meeting has been pushed
up to Oct. 9, to allow state officers from Post/Auxiliary 45 to
attend both meetings. Mark your
calendars for the changes in
schedules.
There will be no regularly
scheduled
meeting
in
September: however, the Board
will meet with President Byford
on Aug. 31 as usual. The annual
Picnic will be held Sept. 18 at
the AMVET 45 picnic grounds.

Coming to MSU's
CFSB CENTER

August 18-20

IlingHills
urser

Volunteers needed to help
Volunteers are needed at the Angels Community Clinic located on Poplar Street. Murray. The hours will be II a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday and Wednesday only. Call 759-2223 or come by
for more information.

Murray Bank Good Life plans trips
The Murray Bank Good Life has several upcoming trips.
They have a Smoky Mountain Christmas trip that will include
Pigeon Forge and The Biltmore House in Asheville, N.C. Nov.
28-30. January 19-27, 2012, is a trip to an all-inclusive resort
in Riviera Maya, Mexico. Then in May, they will travel to
Alaska where they will spend four days exploring land and
then enjoy a seven day cruise. Those interested in any travel
with The Murray Bank should contact bsykes@themurraybank.com
or call 767-3338.

Monthly dinner meeting to be held
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America, will hold its monthly dinner meeting at the Majestic Steak
House, Draffenville, today. Aug. 18, at 6 p.m. The club is
open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles, and visitors are always welcome. For more information, contact Howard
Brandon at 753-4389. or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Registration
being held
The Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics delegation will be holding a registration for the upcoming bowling season tonight, Aug. 18,
at 5:30 at the Murray Central
Park Courthouse Pavilion.
Activities will include sports
registration, picnic and games.
All interested athletes, volunteers and unified partners are
encouraged to attend.
For more information about
Special Olympics or to RSVP.
call Laura Miller at (270) 2939054.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

SUMMER CLEARANCE

50% OFF
Summer Giftware
& Garden Accents
Ceeelied
/14.ereir Exyrw-4r"

Thursday, August 18 * 10am to 8pm
Friday, August 19 * 10am to 8pm

^

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunda)
sr../

Saturday, August 20 * 10am to 5pm
many items 1/2 price Saturday

Roll into Fall!
New Mocha Rouge Rolling Luggage
ch..from seven smin
includins no% 22" Spinnal
colorinl pol otter fabric

Choose from thousands of new
& gently used toys, clothes, shoes,
infant gear, books. games, furniture
and more for babies, children. teens,
& moms too!

in I/C%% Mlittha ROUtle

OritirCS miles Of .S1 le.

Save up to 90% off retail price
on everything
your family needs for fall & winter,

Shmsn 22' Roll Along Outlet & Signalun: litpster

Vinta6e Rose
em .porikm
vtalvdt-liin.qs come_from vintage Ro,,
303 N 12th Street
759-2100
Mon-Fri: 10ant-5pm
Sat: 10am-4pm
vintagerose.com

www.kentuckykidssale.com

270-734-9543
Bring this ad to enter at 9am any day!
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Tobacco 8 Supplies

AIDS

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AI/ 3 Ads Must Run Within Er Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I IINIE AUJiS

Monday
Smart Sayer

Fn. 10 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon 9 a.m
Mon. 12 p.m

Fn. 9 a.m

Wednesday

$88.25 First Day - 20 words or less. Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right 10 reject or edit any submateci matter

1,521,111 LINE. AL2 AND 11 J.LL ALILAR ON
Ex.E.11.4 Chi 'ARC 'I,
Ijjl wEasi-rt

Thursday

Tut 1p.m.

Fnday
Saturday

Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur 12 p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

PRN Nurse Aide position availablecertification not required. Must be
dependable, flexible and enjoy working with
the elderly. Apply in person at 1505 Stadium
View Drive Murray, KY. EOE

Dt AWN It WV'S

103 N. 3rd Si.• Murray. KY

060
Help Wanted

(270) 761-5814
,Intique% •tlrri Hump •
Pitiiirc.s •kit

w--6- i14 =MI
•
:
• BAGS st

u

Booth #riP

0

If you like Crocs, you will love new
Optari sags and Wrist Wallets.
SALE! SALE! SALE! Watches, Purses,
Jewelry EVERYTHINO 20% OFF!

PRN SLP
PRN OTR/ COTA
PRN PTA
Rehab America is looking for therapists to fill
positions in as Puryear,
TN facility. Please forward resumes to: Leigh
Regional
Holland.
Therapy Dircetor, lholland @ bench markhealth.net

.

SMALL 110 volt gener
ator $75 obo. Tracker II
12 GA. with scope
$175 obo. Traditions 54
cal. side-lock $75 obo
Small Sentry safe S20
obo. 293-0317.

070
Position Wanted

se4,
: Christian lady with
good references would
•0'
•
•
CliCti t•
love to care for your
disabled or aged loved
one. 270-226-3196
Help Wanted

Trends 81 Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)

020
Notice

Domestic & Childcare

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Permanent Make-up
Dress Design
Seamstress
Want to buy
Ginseng Herb
270-753-9533
832-640-6762
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Are you planning
Special Event or
. need a place to
meet?
• Rent the
• Woodmen of
The World Hall
Q701755-4577- Pay
WIN 422 $205- Night

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Hsip Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classiftedc
webpage at
murraylesiger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetworit corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. nO4 all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
REAL Estate agent 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
1095. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
Experienced restaurant
help. Seeking all postilions. Send info. to P.O
R Murray. KY.
Box
42071
FARMINGTON Church
of Christ is desiring to
hire a secretary to work
16 hours a week. Must
have working knowlof
Microsoft
edge
Office Suite. Send your
resume with cover letter to P.O. box 172
Farmington, KY 42040
or e-mail to farmingtonchurch wk.net. No
phone calls please.
HVAC Company hiring
Sheet Metal Mechanics
and Apprentices. Sheet
Metal Mechanics must
current
a
hold
Kentucky Journeyman
License and be EPA
Tools
certified.
required. Salary based
experience.
on
Company benefits and
retirement package.
Send resume or pickup
application at Randy
802
Thornton Co.
Chestnut St. Murray,
KY. No phone calls
please.
Local insurance
agency has opening
for a C.S.R. Salary
based on experience
& training. Excellent
benefits including
group L&H, 2wks
vacation, 401K, &
ESOP profit sharing
plan Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray. KY 42071

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available. Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531.
PART TIME CMA or
LPN needed for busy
medical practice Send
resume to: WKS. 300
S. 8th St, Suite 401E,
Murray, KY 42071.

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.
mature
Seeking
babysitter for 4&6 year
old. Must be able to
home school children.
978-9459 after 5.

2001 16x60 Fleetwood
28R, 1 BA. Must be
moved. Call 293-0620
OCCUPIED IBR
WITH LOT $13,900
• New paint
• Covered Porct‘..c
ire

asonable
Offer & You
Can Own iv
DON'T MISS OUTfl

753-6012

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

"If you've got It we east store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

1850 St. Rt. 121$
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
('toner 0‘121S. & Glendale.
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
• 12701436-2524
1270)293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Nice 2BR No pets.
753-9866

BEAUTIFUL lot 3mi
north of Murray.
759-1204

ON BEAc

MINI
STORAGE'

i
Size Units • Climate Cont •I
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
26R IBA duplex completely remodeled. All
new appliances including dishwasher, washer
and dryer. No pets,
270-436-2524 cell
270-293-6906
2BR, 1BA duplex. W/D
South
hookups.
Murray. 270-753-0259
let Full Mo. Rent

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Yard Sale

Nice
RENT.
FOR
office New carpet. AC.
all paneling. 2 blocks
from square, good
parking. 753-5273 ask
for John.

YARD SALE
501 S. 16TH ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Avon collection. 2
chairs, counter
microwave, single
mattress, kitchen
sink, drapes. rods,
blinds, fixtures, boys
clothes sizes 7-8,
girls leans 8 slim.
ladies leans 10-12.

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+/-.
SF
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

Pets & Supplies
German
Adorable
Shepherd mix puppies,
8wks, shots/wormed
270-978-6404
registered
AKC
Dobermans, black/rust,
blue/rust. 293-0387
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
390
Livestock & Supplies

Free

MULTIPLE
FAMILY YARD

Articles
For Sale

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures
coins
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

1505 Diuguid Dnve

FORD 600 tractor, 5 ft.
disc, 1 row cultivator
will sell together or sepHanging
arate.
propane gas heater
(used to heat a 30x30
shop) and a 285 gal
tank. Call 293-1956
WASHER/DRYER,
Broyhill furniture. 1987
pick-up,
RAM
50
49,000 miles
753-4109

1

1134"ances

IBR & 28R Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

Cr

Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

HORSE
BOARDING
Stall or Pasture
$120,mo
Hay Included
10 mi. East
of Murray
Students Welcor- •
(270)293-7314
(270)293-7315

SALE

7:00-5:00
Clothes,
household
items, books,
furniture

State law,torbid discrimination
in the sale. rental or advertising
in real rstate.haseti on factor,in
addition to those protected
under tedeml law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor rear estate which
is not in violation in the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings adverte:ed are
.hailable on an equal opportu
i,
nay ba,
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requinments, contact NAA Couri,3
Rene P

ONLY
8AM-3PM

YARD SALE
TO BENEFIT
OES #445
BACK OF

FRIDAY

6:00-12:00
(In case of rain
following Friday)

RUMMAGE
SALE
ST. LEO

[

Lots For Rent
1211

1.34 acre wooded corner lot in well located
subdivision North of
town. 753-3042,
293-9107
460
Homes For Sale
543 Canterbury Dr.
brick,
Remodeled.
4/5BR, 3BA, LR, DR,
Den, Sunroom. New
kitchen/SS appl, new
hardwood, tile, carpet
& roof. 3330+scift. Tons
of storage. $247,000.
welcome.
Realtors
Call/text 227-0342
Beautiful bnck home',
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage. carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193

FELLOWSHIP

Portable Maytag dish
washer, used 12 times.
Need more room in
kitchen. $250.
759-9649, 227-9155

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
wArt1D-ELKINS
605 [South 1201 SI

(270) 753-1713

Cat trackhoe Good
condition, 312 with 3'
bucket and thumb.
Paid $47.000 00 will
take $27.000.00.
559-2032. 210-3781

CLOSE to campus' 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immepets.
No
diately.
$750/dep
$7503/mo
436-5085

SUMMER
BLOW OUT
SALE
TRAVELING
PANTS
1701 N. 12TH
STREET
753-5007
Tags as low as
20/$1 thru 75%
, off storewide!

Newer home located in
Water's Edge Park,
3BR, 2.5BA, waterfront. boatslip, 1500sqft
take)
(give
or
$1,500dep/$1.500/mo.
SBG Properties call
Ryan Stanger
270-293-1200

KENTUCKY Kids
Consignment Sale
8/18 - 8/20
CFSB Center
Sell or work &
shop early.
www.ken tuckykidssale.com
270-734-9543

3/48R, 1.5BA. 17th
Street. $700/mo plus
deposit and lease.
270-293-1155,
270-492-6127

HALL - 401 S.
12TH STREET
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00

RUMMAGE
SALE
94 E TO 732
6 MI. ON LEFT
DONELSON LN.
FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture, baby
items, Western
book, cook books,
knick knacks,
boys clothes.

Dodge 1500
2001
4WD 147,300 miles,
4W0, tow package,
tool box. Priced to sell:
$3.800 0.13.0. Call
Rob lson 270-7042318 in Murray, KY.
2000 Dodge Ram 1500
Laramie SLT. 91K,
clean. sharp, $6,500.
270-435-4147,
270-853-6065

1 slip
Boat dock
4,500lb lift, $8 nO0
(270)436-6126

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
N

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work.

NEW brick, 48R, 3BA,
Approx. 2,600 sq.ft. All
hardwood 7 ceramic
tile. Large beautiful
Large
moldings.
garage & lots. Asking
$230,000. Must sell.
Let's talk- 753-5344.
North Villa subdivision.
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riveifield Estates.
G Real Propert
Professionals

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

sat
9
Along

Paving, Sralcoating,
& Hauling
TONYFRAVIS

270-753-2279
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
or visit our websae
kentuckylake
temodeting.com

Spacl
Eat I
Ce
Nice Ma
w'Vartit
Table
Frigidair
Dryer•
• praltz
M scella

FREE ESTIMATES

CO

EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
18 Years Experience
Senior & Military
Discounts
Licensed & Insured
270-906-2072
270-293-5509
David K Edwards

JP/

RCi

AL
Sat

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
A3

FREE

EX

PICK UP

All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570.

REAL E'
1-eatunn
Exterior
r

270-293-5624

Read
All About
It!

1

TEl

A

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

CHURCH
CONSTRUCTION

BLDG #105

STREET
SATURDAY

All real estate advertised herein
is sublet/ to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color. religion.'Wk. handicap, familial •tatu,or national origin, or inIron Sr make any such
ences, limitations or discninina
tion.

ACROSS FROM

HWY 121 N.

1637 OLIVE

2009 Kia Sorento LX
4WD. Very nice SUV59,700 miles, 4WD,
Retail
one-owner.
value $17.575. Priced
to sell $14,700 0.8.0.
Call Rob lson 270-7042318 in Murray. KY.

Murray Ledger ar Times Fair
Housing AO Notice

ROAD

MASONIC

YARD SALE

We Finance
hollandmotorsaies coM
270-753-4461

ALL CARPENTRY
CONSTRUCTION
Framing, additions.
decks, mobile home
repair, water damage
and more.
Larry Nimmo 753-2353
227-0587
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
work.
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

Real Estate

959 RADIO

SATURDAY

150

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-753-2905

400

Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Computers

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

GARLAND
RENTAL

Mr Jr
Mont.
4x4, 1
tires,
Nasc.
metal
ning b
rocatio
nice
gun tu
and
357 C,
under
shotg
plante
tanks
plow,
stand,
table
wheel.
Crafts
tolls &
Colem
gas fu
chairs,
18438
Lunch

subscribe to the

TO
tS'A,

I

IREII

rR11,41

LLDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
$30.00 1
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo
$55.00
$105.00
1 yr.
I yr.
$105.00

SMCHAtt.
KEANE la

as
27O530
Sec.

FUTR
TREE S

Rest of KY/TN
,Purvrar & EtuthAnan,

S70.50
3 mo
$90.00
6 mo
1 yr...............$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3'no.
$96.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
$145.00

•Tri
•Re
*Stump
•Fire
-Ins

Check

Money Order

Name

_

St. Address__

Visa

MX

6" Contin
Garage
& Mal

_

City__
State

293-7872

_ Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
a.

(270)4:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

Greg
(270)

YEARRY'S
Service an
Licensed a
24 hour
assistance.
mates. Pho
436-2562. 2
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Al(Ili(ige-McCuiston Roofing
SATURDAY, AUGUST 20TH 10:00 A.M. AT
1925 SPEAKER TRAIL. FROM MURRAY,
KY TAKE 121 S.
TO SPEAKER TRAIL. FOLLOW SPEAKER
TRAIL 1.9
MILES TO AUCTION. SIGNS POSTED.

ES
-Fri.10a.m.
-Fri.9a.m.
- Non.9am
-lion.12p rr
- Tuelp.m.
-Vied.12 p.m.
-Thur.12p.m.

VISA
rvices Offered
RPENTRY
'RUCTION
), additions,
mobile home
water damage
re
immo 753-2353
37
lREEN LAWN
Local, Reliable,
fordable. Free
9S.
3-7220
IS Excavating
vtic Systems.
back hoe, and
hoe
work.
ion and repair
ptic systems.
)ffering septic
umping. Major
:ards accepted
)4

(

it
.4
e

nt
-i

A Pleasing Country Home

ESTIMATES

WARDS
UMBING
bing Repair
Service
s Experience
• r & Military
scounts
ed & Insured
906-2072
293-5509
K. Edwards

IN TO FLY
Murray
sional Flight
Aruction
ht Review
wery Flight

873-2098

Vinyl Siding - Two Bedrooms
...it ,

• 4',..

•10

.1 .'

.

Shown By Appohibisent
Real Estate Terms - $3,000.00
Down, Balance In 30 Days!

:.

Real Estate Sells At 11:00 A.Al l
At Absolute Auction!

Spacious Living Room And A Spacious Family Room
Eat In Kitchen - Double Garage - Hardwood Floors
Central Heat & Air- Like New Replacement Windows
Situated On A Large Shaded Lot
Nice Marble Top Tables With Lyre Bottoms•Antique 3 Piece Bedroom Suiti
wNanity•3 Pc Maple Bedroom Suite • China Cabinet • Round Oak Dining
Table w,/Ladder Back Chairs • Breakfast Table w/4 Chairs • Like New
Frigidaire Refrigerator & Electric Range • Like New Whirlpool Washer &
Dryer• Magic Chef Microwave• Hospital Bed •Lamps• Sofa • Side Chairs
• Pfaltzgraff Blue .8, White Dish Set • Antique Collectibles • Household
Miscellaneous • Large Collection Of Beanie Babies • Prints • Oil Paintings
Many. Many Steel Traps - Mr. Gilliam Enjoyed His Collection!
Truck Topper • Hand Tools • And More....
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

.LAMAIES R. CASH
72,6 AUCTIONEER
IC

& REAL ESTATE BROKER ,
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 "C
R
-THE SELLING MACHINE"

.
.
•
• ..„ ....,

I;

A 3 BEDROOM HOME,24x40 METAL SHOP
8 9.65 ACRES IN 3 TRACTS 8, COMBINATIONS!
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e to the
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EXCELLENT COUNTRY SETTING JUST5 MILES FROM MURRAY!
GREAT BUILDING SITE! MATURE TREES!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: TRACT 1* A 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Country Home
Featuring Eat-In Kitchen Laundry Area & Lying Room wPicture Window
Exterior Features Include Covered Front Porch, Concrete Sidewalk & A
24.x40`Metal Shop w/Parlial Concrete Floor. Sliding Door, Electricity & 12)(40
Lean To. All Situated On 1.00 Acre TRACT r 1 692 Acres wiLarge Concrete
Pad & <-',: •,1- ,-;•,steni TRACT r 6 962 Acres
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10:00 AM ABSOLUTE
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!
PEAL FS'Art TERMS

REA', ESTATE & 11111111N

1"7".• 4111 II!

MICHAEL HAMS. Broker,AuctsoneeE • Tr R45J/
KENNETH HARRIS, erokIrr.'Auctropew • II a',407
•,, " °' `.?"0,• V.E.'1'..t1 0 4. 96to
ima OLINGER. thmoloriAanItongEs/
;-• HIE 1 RI.T6E,... 5,1 • ROL* - s.,:* •, 41240
270-247-3253 • 270-475-4600 • 600-360-4316
530
Services Offered

$30.00
$55.00
FUTRELL'S

MI('

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

HALE'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
•'Mall!,owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

'S

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
Al Your Septic *Hi
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. lop
293-8814

Answer to previous puzzle

.

,7
31

- -

2
9

r6
38.
97

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Fi,r1i. bii
& Dept, idatle
Free Est- tes
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
1-hrie 27n- 337-'3044

*Tear Offs
•Recovers •Repelfe
Locally owned
Licensed & Insured
"Quality
workmanship you
can depend on!"
793-0354
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Services Offered

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $S
Free Estimates
References
(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

One order. One
check, One smart
move! Save time
and money by making one call to place
a 25-word classified
in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more
information, contact
the classified
department of this
newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-2238821
BUILDINGS

809 South 4th
Owner:
Mac McCuiston
Hours
Mon-Fri 8a.m.-5p.m.
270-873-2641

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
(..1:11,111 ,11111.1,

lob 1(1(1 lily
or too Small'
• Nils Horne,
/ • Remodeling
Lii 1.11Sed
'illIA ork
NI)

(270)227-6913

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

40 yrs experience

Mitchell's Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways, Garden
Breaking, Bush
Hogging, New Lawn
Installation. &
Mowing
227-0906
Free Estimates

Pole Barns30X54X10 1Walkdoor, 1-15X9
End Slider, $10,389
Installed; 24X40X9
1-12X8 End Slider.
1-Walkdoor, $7,689
Installed. 1-800-9872366, www.tradonbuildings.com
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career.
FAA approved program. Financial aid
if qualified. Job
placement assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888207-2053
Allied Health career
training- Attend college 100% online,
Job placement
assistance.
Computer available.
Financial aid if qualified. SCHEV certified. Call 800-4819409
www.CenturaOnline.
COM
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from
Home. 'Medical,
'Business,
'Paralegal,
'Accounting,
'Criminal Justice.
Job placement
assistance.
Computer available.
Financial Aid if qualified. Call 866-4609765
www.CenturaOnline.
com

Mitchell's
Dozer
Service
Demolition, ponds dug, REAL ESTATE
lots leveled & cleared.
Free estimates.
Lender- Ordered
270-227-0906

STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIEDS
Lake Liquidation
Sale! Saturday 8/27
only! 2+ acres with
free boat slips only
$19,900. Was
$59,900. Boat, ski,
fish on 160.000 acre
Kentucky Lake. All
infrastructure completed. Own for pennies on the dollar.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154
SERVICES
DIVORCE with or
without children
$99.95. Includes
name change and
property settlement
agreement. FREE
information. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and
easy. Call 1-888789-0198 24/7.
SPORTING)
SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays
Cherry Blossom
Golf Course in
Georgetown. rated
the number one
public course in
Kentucky. Call 502570-9849 for tee
times.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
$1,000.00 Sign-On
Bonus. Class-A
CDL. 1 Year
Verifiable
Experience. Solo
Van Drivers 2500-3000 miles/ week.
TEAMS 4500-5000
miles/ week (.50/
mile). Local Drivers
(Georgetown Areasign-on bonus does
not apply). Full
Benefit Package,
Safety Bonus, Rider
Policy, Paid
Vacation/ Holiday,
Paid Weekly, Call
Linda 502-8630108, 1-800-8600889
160 hours Class-A
CDL Training. See
why Delta is different. Tuition reimbursement, job
placement available
with major OTR/
local carriers. BBB.
Mt. Sterling, 1-800883-0171,

www.deltatruckdrivingschool.com
25 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to
drive for TMC
Transportation! Earn
$750 per week! No
experience needed!
Local COL Training!
Job ready in 3
weeks! 1-877-2431812
ACT NOW! Driver
Trainees Needed for
COVENANT. No
experience needed.
Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st year
avg. $38,000.
Tuition Financing
Available. (502)9556388 or (866)2443644
ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40
per loaded mile plus
Tarp and other fees.
Class-A CDL
Required. Local and
Regional flatbed to
choose from. WVT
877-SCHILLI.
www.wvtonline.com
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking
Students! No CDL,
No problem! STATE
WIA PROGRAM if
qualified, or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
Driver- CDL-A
Experienced OTR
Drivers. Up to
$3000 Bonus. Up to
.39c Per Mile. 888378-7137 6 mo.
OTR exp. & CDL
Req'd.
www.usatruck.jobs
Driver Start a new
Career! 1000o Paid
CDL Training! No
Experience
Required. Recent
grads or Exp
Drivers: Sign-On
Bonus! CRST
Expedited 800-3262778
www.JoinCRST.com
Drivers/ CDL
Training- CAREER
CENTRAL, No
Money Down CDL
Training. Work for

us or let us work for
you! Unbeatable
career opportunities.
'Trainee 'Company
Driver 'LEASE
Operator Earn up to
$51k 'LEASE
Trainers Earn up to
$80k (877)369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.corn
Drivers- CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED"
Start up to 44c per
mile!! Lease
Purchase Available!
Great Hometime.
Experience
Required. 800-4414271 xKY-100
HornadyTransportati
on.com
Drivers- CDL-A
Experienced Drivers
OTR, Regional &
Dedicated Runs. Up
to 50c per mile.
Class-A CDL &
Hazmat Req'd. 800942-2104 Ext. 7307
or 7308
www.totalms.com
Drivers- Class-A
Drivers Needed.
Immediate
Openings Local,
Regional and OTR
runs. Home Daily.
Lexington/
Louisville, KY and
local surrounding
areas. 866-2702655 (2 yrs recent
exp req)
www.abdrivers.com
Drivers- GOOD
MILES! Regional
Truck Drivers start
at 37 cpm w/1+
years experience.
HOME EVERY
WEEK. Affordable
family benefits. Call
888-362-8608, or
visit
AVERITTcareers.co
m. EOE.
Drivers- Midwest/
South, TX Regions!
National
Distributors. 49+
cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos. OTR.
Pets welcome.
Class-A CDL.
Minimum 12 Mos.
877-334-9677 or
www.drive4ndl.com

HAPPYBIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Aug. 19, 2011:
This year, you greet change in a
positive and upbeat manner.
Often, you are unsure of your
choices. If you are single, you
rarely have difficulty meeting
people. Choosing the right person could be another issue. If
you are attached, involve yourself much more in your sweetie's
life, and he or she in yours.
TAURUS has a steady, even attitude.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You manifest immense
practicality. Your creativity takes
on a different role than usual. Let
it inspire you past any rigidity.

.04cpm Mileage
Bonus. Home
Weekends.
Insurance & 401K.
Apply @
Boydandsons.com
800-648-9915
Home Weekends.
OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight. 0/Ops
Welcome. Call
Today for Details.
800-554-5661 ext.
331 www.awItransport.com
Looking for Miles?
We've Got 'Ern!
Great Runs with
Great equipment
Competitive Pay r.
Benefits. Van &
Flatbed Divisions.
$500 Sign-On
Bonus for Flatbed.
CDL-A, 6mo. OTR.
888-801-5295.
Owner OperatorsDedicated Van
Account. $2,000
Sign-On Bonus.
Light Loads. Home
every weekend. 3day advanced load
scheduling. Average
2.500 miles/ week.
Lease Purchase
available. CDL-A w/
lyr tractor- trailer
experience required.
Call 866-730-8725.
www.comtraklogistics.com
PAID DRIVER
TRAINING!
Refresher Course
available for
Regional Truck
Drivers. Earn 35 to
37 cpm afterwards!
HOME EVERY
WEEK. Nice trucks,
Great benefits. Visit
Averittcareers.com
EOE.
Ryder Seeking
Owner operators &
company drivers for
Georgetown &
Hebron KY &
Princeton, IN locations. Call for information 800-RYDERLIFE (800-7933754)

Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale- Start @
37cpm Up to

Horoscope

(270) 489-2839

It tn

(270) 759-0890

PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. experience
Interior/Exterior
No lob too big
or too small
1531 W. Broadway,
Mayfield. KY
270-247-7589
270-804-9155

HARRIS

I Mail

ter Mail
-iptions
$73.00
$%.00
$145.90

www.geelle.weebly.0041

(270)759-0501
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Commercial/Residentlal
James C. Gallimore

160 Brandon Rd., Hazel, KY 42049
t,Uri Murray, KY: hike LS 04; Sooi 404war 4)Miles It*, 7urn RV::0,1 1.17,iirps 00.r,
. ., 70 Afie. Then rum Lett On Brandon Rd Proceed To Auction Site. Sipes Posted!!
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Ciallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping

Saturday, August 20th 2011 @ 10:00 Am

82
1

9

Absolute Land Auction

925-5387

93-5624QK UP

(270)293-1924

.A..1L7CirIICOINT)

AVIS
HALT

Drywall &
.inting to
hrooms &
lichens
.to Fencing.
• Do It All
rb To Small,
873-9916
it our wetysite
tuckylake

FREE ESTIMATES
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ON ME GRAVES -HICKMAN CO LINE
Saturday, Aug_ 20th, At 10:00 A-I1A.
"rtser IGIlliam Family ficorsseptl.rsces"
95 Hwy 1529, Water Valley, KY
Along Hwy 45 At South Edge Of Water Valley Take Hwy 1529 West 2/10 Mile!

753-2279

All roof related repair work

By Dave Given

48

We are fully insured and licensed
Certified Master Shingle Applicators
GAF Authorized Installer

E a+

1•=10 a I III* I
a • ••• • It 4._ IL ,..

NCE REPAIR
:E & PARTS
293-8726 OR
34
Jan Buren

,Sealcoating
Hauling
V TRAVIS

3

DAN MILLER, AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144
DARRELL BEANE, AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL. BROKER/AUCTIONEER (270)767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
terrydpaschallrealestate.com
woo
• 1., • a
• a
Ialr•Ill
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SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

Mr. Jr. Pittman is selling tools, farm equipment, trucks,
nice 2002
Montana Van with all the bells & whistles, 1988 Chevy pick-up
4x4, 1978 dump truck, 1986 Yamaha Moto 4-wheeler with
new
tires, electric Lazy-Go golf cart, nice set of golf clubs,
collection of
Nascar items, lots of rods & reels and other fishing equipment,
metal bender & cutters, Millermatic wire feed mg welder, wolf
tanning bed in good condition, hammer drill with accessories.
reciprocation saw, metal cabinet, new inflated raft, large office desk.
2
nice men and ladies golf club sets by Bullett, 10 GA. Etch
A shotgun tube choke, lot of ammunition, 2 high standard 22 pistol,
H&R
and Walther 32 pistols. Etch A Model 37 deluxe 12 ga.
feather lite,
357 Colt Trooper, chrome plated glove sight. Savage 223 over
&
under with scope 12 GA 3" on bottom. 12 ga Duck Unlimited
shotgun by Weabery, 8 H.P. Troy tine tiller, J.D. 7,000
planter/spray tanks, 3 pt. spreader. 3 pt. seeder, skeet trap, 2 fuel
tanks on stand, 1 row cultivator. 3 pt. grade blade, 3 pt. 3 bottom
plow. 15 ft manual fold disc new blades, field glasses, motor
stand, cherry picker, Craftsman radial arm saw, 12" Craftsman
table saw. heavy metal work bench, 10" chop saw. Toolbox on
wheels with tools, set of gear, new rechargeable drill motor,
Craftsman vacuum, line trimmer, 9" grinder, skill circle saw, air
tolls & air compressor, new electric motor, new planter joiner, old
Coleman lanterns, new portable washer, new parts washer. L.P.
gas furnace, nice piece of walnut lumber 3x6x6.3, old wood
chairs, cedar chest, bottle jacks, shop vise, Husky hedge trimmer,
18438 snap on duals, and much more.
Lunch Available
Not Responsible For Accidents

Sucloku is a number -placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several grven numbers The °Oleo is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contaans the same number only once The drIttculty level
oi the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

by Jacqueline Bigar
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You flow with conservative energy, even if there is an
implicit demand for change.
Friends spout many different
ideas and thoughts. If one
appeals to you, don't hesitate to
run with it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take your time responding
to a difficult and possibly overly
personal inquiry. You might
choose to have a one-on-one
chat with the individual in question. Follow through on expanding your knowledge.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Eye your objective and
follow through. It doesn't have to
be a substantial goal: it can be
something as simple as clearing
your desk before the weekend.
You might feel inspired by a
close friend or loved one.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Stay direct in your dealings. Others look to you as a role

model. You have that pizazz and
extra energy that carries you to
the finish line. Express your willingness to make an adjustment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be questioning which path is the best.
Detach and get some expert
advice, then you will know which
way to go. Ask those people who
will be immediately affected for
their opinions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others see greater implications than you deem likely.
They are looking at every possibility. Understand their process.
Both ways -- yours and theirs -work. Avoid the judgment game.
Open up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
**** You might want to do
something differently but might
not be exactly sure what.
Someone gives a powerful commentary about your options, You
might not agree with everything

you hear.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might need or.want
to rethink a work-related matter.
Be sure of your choices. Realize
you might need a break, as you
have pushed very hard. Juggle
different concerns with family
and/or a roommate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your intuition comes in
handy, especially with communication. You tend to zero in on
what the person is really saying
or what hasn't been said,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
**** Much is happening on a
deep and personal level. You
might not chose to share everything that you are feeling at this
point.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to understand what is happening within
immediate
your
circle.
Discussions, could transform
into "What is new?"

COMICS/ FEATURES

8A • Thursday, August 18, 2011

Looking Back

DEAR ABBY: I'm in a real
pickle. My es-wife, *Gloria," and
I have been divorced eight years,
but have managed to remain civil
to each other.
Last year, my daughter had a
big birthday party to which I
wanted to bring a date. Gloria
decided that she would not attend
it
because
be
would
'hurtful' to
see me with
another
woman. After
my daughter
called me in
tears. 1 canceled my date
and went to
party
Dear Abby the
alone.
Now my
By Abigail
daughter is
Van Buren
about to be
warned and I want to bring a
date to the ceremony. Again, Gloria has announced that she will
forgo the pleasure of seeing our
daughter get married 'so I can
have My way and prove to the
world I'm able to get a date."
My daughter is caught in the middle and wants us both there.
I foresee a host of problems
in the future if Gloria's behavior
continues. My girlfriend is understanding, but I wish I could include
her in family activities, especially one-of-a kind events like weddings. Your thoughts, Abby? -ARIZONA DAD IN CONFLICT
DEAR ARIZONA DAD:
Clearly you have gotten on with
your life and Gloria hasn't. Eight
years is a long time, and by now
your ex should have adjusted to
the fact that you have separate
lives. I, too, foresee a host Of
problems in the future if you and
your daughter continue to succumb to her emotional blackmail.
One solution would be for Gloria to bring a companion of her
own to the wedding. Another would
be for you to sit with your ex

North Carolina. (However, the
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. IS. Roanoke colony ended up mystethe 230th day of 2011. There are riously disappearing.)
In 1838, the first marine expe135 days left in the year.
dition sponsored by the U.S. goyToday's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 18, 1920, the 19th ernment set sail from Hampton
Amendment to the Constitution, Roads. Va.: the crews traveled the
which guaranteed the right of all' southern Pacific Ocean, gathering
American women to vote, viallir-Scientific information.
In 1938, President Franklin D.
ratified as Tennessee became 110k
.Roosevelt and Canadian Prime
36th state to approve it.
Minister William Lyon MackenOn this date:
In 1587, Virginia Dare became zie King dedicated the Thousand
the first child of English parents Islands Bridge connecting the Unitto be born on American soil, on ed States and Canada.
In 1958, the novel "Lolita" by
what is now Roanoke Island in

Vladimir Nabokov was first published in New York by G.P. Putnam's Sons, almost three years after
it was originally published in Paris.
In 1963, James Meredith
became the first black student to
graduate from the University of
Mississippi.
s In 1969, the Woodstock Music
and An Fair in Bethel. N.Y., wound
to a close after Athree nights with a
mid-morning set by Jimi Hendrix.
In 1981,author and screenwriter
Anita Loos ("Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes") died in New York at
age 93.

[

during the ceremony and with
your girlfriend at the reception.
But for Gloria to say that you
only want your girlfriend with
you at family events ''so you can
show the world you can get a
date" is hostile.
If you don't assert yourself and
end your ex's game-playing, what
will wind up happening is you
having to alternate celebrating
milestone events in your daughter's and eventual grandchildren's
lives.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I like to be
tan. Sometimes I tan outside, but
often that takes too long and can
be damaging to the skin, so I opt
for self-tanning lotion. But some
people ask me if I have put on
"fake-n-bake'! I feel this is rude.
I don't want to have to explain
my desire for tan legs. I want
people to believe the color is real.
They do look that way, but because
others are pale in comparison, I
get asked about it. How do I
reply without giving myself away?
-- BRONZED BABE IN THE
WEST
DEAR BRONZED BABE: If
people are asking you about the
tan on your legs, face it, it doesn't look real. Your problem may
be that you are using the wrong
product. Or, if you're using it
only on your legs, that could be
what's made it obvious to others.
A possible solution would be to
consult someone who works in a
spray-tanning salon.
0••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
COPYRIGHT 2011 UNIVERSAL UCLICK
1130 Walnut, Kansas City, Mo.
64106; (816) 581-7500
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hallucinating.
Some medical conditions can cause
dementia or worsen its symptoms.
such as anemia, medication intoxication. thyroid disease and a %.113M111
deficiency. Unfortunately at this stage.
there is no cure for Alzheimer's, but
progression of the disease can be
slowed with medication.
The first drug approved by the
FDA was tacrine (Cop,nex) in 1993.
followed by ckmepezil (Aricept) in
19%, nvastigmine (Exelon) in 2000,
galantamine (Razadyne) in 2001 and
memantine (Namervia)in 2003 for all
stages of the disease. On average, the
five drugs approved by the FDA are
effective for about six to 12 months
for 50 percent of those individuals
who take them.
It is possible for a person to suffet
ill effects and intoxication from these
medications that can appear to worsen
a condition and leave family members
and caregivers with little hope. 1 am
personally aware of a friend on a different medication whose symptoms
exacerbated rapidly, leaving him with
hallucinations every waking hour and
an inability to speak so anyone could
understand, to get out of a chair with
help or even to recognize family
members. Fortunately, his specialist
switched him from the medication he
was on to Ancept. with fewer side
effects, and his turnaround was rather
phenomenal.
Recent treatment trials are in
progress. while others have been completed. Some were reported to have
negative results; however, even when
those treatments failed to be as effective as hoped, knowledge was gained
that will help researchers in the future.
Because the trials are in various stages
of completion. I recommend you visit
the Alzheimer's Association website
for details. Numerous trials do reveal
hope for victims of the disorder.
According to the chief medical and
scientific officer of the Alzheimer's
Association, there are two main obstacles to overcome. First is the need for
volunteers for clinical trials, followed
by an increase in federal research
funding. If you are interested in participating in a current clinical trial, you
can contact the Alzheimer's
Association at www.alz.orpdresearch.

NICE,
DUSTIN.

EASY TOAST
Dear Heloise: My husband wanted to toast his hard roll, and our
oven was in use. He cut the roll and
put it facedown on top of the toaster. In a short time, he had a perfectly toasted hard roll. -- Marybeth
Zampino, Neptune, N.J.
RUINED GAME TILES
Dear Heloise: I think you are my
only hope. Ijust inherited an old letter-tiled board game and want to use
the tiles in some crafts. I'd like to
clean the tiles but don't want to ruin
them. Hope you can help! -- Bev N.,
via email
We contacted the manufacturer of
your game, and unfortunately, it is
not recommended that you clean the
old tiles, because they may be
wood. Their only suggestion was to
take a damp cloth (water only -- no
soap of any kind) and gently try to
wipe away any din. It's worth a try!
If you want to use the tiles for
craft purposes, then put on your
Heloise hat. Use afew drops ofmild
liquid detergent in a cup of water,
dip in a microftber cloth, wring out
well, wipe and then use a clean,
damp cloth to just test on one tile. Heloise
COMBINATION-LOCK HINT
Dear Heloise: Every time I had a

A GIFT OF
A THANK
YOU
Dear Heioise:
My husband
and I have
become godparents. Every
by
birthday and
Heloise Christmas, we
remember these
children with cards and gifts, but
never receive any kind of
ACKNOWLEDGMENT that they
were even received. From the time
the children were babies, we lived
close enough to see them occasionally and could ask about the receipt
of the gifts. Now we live states
away, so we never know if the gifts
are received. With email and phone
calls being so accessible. I would
consider that an acknowledgment.
Please, parents, instill in your children a sense of responsibility when
receiving gifts. -- Would Like a
Thank-You, via email
Well, this is the same comment I
have printed over and over throughout many years! Take charge of
your situation and call to see if the
gift or card arrived. This does seem
to be an age-old situation, too! Not
much new Heloise

combination lock. I took a razor
blade and nicked the numbers on
the outer ridge of the tumbler. Then,
for just other wear and tear (so no
one would notice the nicks), I would
bang on it with a hammer or hit it
with a file or something so that the
scratches I put in it looked as if they
were wear and tear, and not purposeful. -- Teague, via email
TENNIS SHOES
Dear Heloise: When I use tennis
shoes to help fluff pillows ii the
dryer. I put each shoe in a clean
white sock before adding the shoes
to the dryer. No,the "clunking" iSn't
as bad, and my pillows are fluffed in
no time! Sweet dreams! -- Fay in
New York
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Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received in
my column.
Feature's
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DEAR DR. 60T1': I understand
Ancept is not intended to reverse the
process of brain degeneration in
Alzheimer's patients but is expected to
slow the process down. I am a retired
physician and have been on it for
about two yrars, and at age 88, I feel
that 1 am probably having the normal
expected
results. I am
slowly getting
worse, primarily because of
memory loss.
etc.
Do you know
of any recent
research that
has led to any
improvement
Dr. Gott in the actual
treatment of
Alzheimer's'? 1
By
Dr. Peter Gott appreciate
your response.
DEAR READER: While I am
confident you know all the ins and
outs of Alzheimer's. I will briefly
explain it for other readers. This disease is one of several forms of dementia that worsen over time. affecting
memory. thinking and behavior. Risk
factors for developing the disease
include aging. a family history of the
disorder, and having a specific combination of genes for proteins that
appear as abnormal in the disease.
Other factors that are not as well
proven include a history of head trauma, being female and a long-standing
history of hypertension.
There are two types of the disorder:
early- and late-onset. Early-onset is
less common, with symptoms that
progress rapidly appearing before the
age of65. It has been known to-run in
families.
The late-onset form is more common and appears after the age of 65.
Symptoms include difficulty with
cognitive skills, memory, forgetting
names and events, taking more time to
perform routine activities, misplacing
items, losing interest in things that
were once enjoyed, becoming lost
while driving down a familiar street,
an inability to multitask, depression.
using poor judgment, losing keys or
personal items, dressing inappropriately at different times of the year and

Hints From Heloise

Today in History

'slur

Aricept for Alzheimer's

Mom turns daughter's wedding
into a battle with ex-husband

tal. was named "Pharmacists of
the Year" by the Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association at the state
convention in Louisville on Aug.
17.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
W. Fandrich: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Blagg: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Cole: and twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Junior Curtis Gore.
The Lutheran Kindergarten will
open on Sept. 7. with Mrs. Leeser
Horan as teacher, according to
the Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff,
church minister and kindergarten
supervisor.
. .
Fifty years ago
The Keniana Lake Shore Subdivision opened today. It is located five miles from New Concord
on Highway 444 near Hamlin.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Duncan: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rollie Stratton, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Barnett: and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Ross.
Paul Poyner will be speaker on
Aug. 20 at the annual Old Salem
Graveyard Day, according to
Lowry Parker, committee chairman for the cemetery.
Bank money orders, another
first for Murray, are available at
Peoples Bank.
Sixty years ago
The Walking Blood Bank started at the Murray Hospital under
the sponsorship of the VFW Post
of Murray and The Ledger &
Times. is now in the stage where
every person in town is urged to
participate :IS the hospital is now
ready for mass typing of blood
donors.
Robbie J. Parks, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Olive Parks of Lynn
Grove, was named Farm Bureau
Queen of Calloway County at the
annual picnic. Blondavene Moore
of Hazel was second.
Fay Nell Flora is attending the
national Woodmen convention at
Los Angeles, Calif.

Ten years ago
Nearly a third of Kentuckians
45 and older have less than $5,((X)
in savings set aside for retirement, a study shows.
Shirley Johnson was the speaker at a recent meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at Paglial'S Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will celebrate with Leon Phillips who is
attaining his 75-year-member pin
at the meeting on Monday.
Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court in special session Friday
approved an 11.3 percent property tax rate for 1991-92. This
is an increase of' .2 percent over
*90's rate.
Paschall Truck Lines. Inc. of
Murray is proud to announce that
Floyd Ashley has been named
Driver of the Month for June
1991.
A scholarship has been establinhed at Murray State UniversiI,111 in memory of the late Dr.
%chard Broeringmeyer. who was
president of BioHealth Enterprises, Inc. and Health Industries.
Inc.. both of Murray.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Independent School
Board voted unanimously to adopt
a new policy concerning non-resident pupil attendance in the sys.
tem's schools.
A state arson inspector was
gathering evidence from the scene
of a mid-morning house fire today
after local officials indicated the
was apparently deliberateset.
ecently reported births include
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Dickens.
KI-MAST Inc. was the beniary of more than $4,000 raised
y the Murray-Calloway County's Hospital's Explorer Post 803
during its recent fund drive.
Forty years ago
Willard Alls, pharmacists at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
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NOW I'M GOING
TO MAKE A
LITTLE SAND
KING AND
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LIVE THERE.
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Sports highlights
from the summer
Calloway
County's
Madison Connell competed in the Women's
Kentucky
State
Amateur, where she
played with current
Racer women's golf
head coach Velvet
Milkman.

Recent
Calloway
County graduate and
soon to be South
Carolina
freshman
Layla Choate won the
inaugural
Interscholastic
R eigning
Championship.

Murray High School
senior soccer player
A.J. Bokeno
was
selected to train with
the
Olympic
Developmental
Program after a junior
season that saw him
score 15 goals.

The Murray State
men's basketball team
traveled to the Great
White North where
they won three games
against Canadian competition in new head
coach Steve Prohm's
debut.

The Murray High girl's
soccer tea,-n. traveled
to the University of
Kentucky camp where
they finished first overall. The Lady Tigers will
start
the
season
ranked No. 16 in the
state in the preseason
coaches poll.

The Calloway County
softball team competed
in the State
Tournament
where
they were one of the
final three teams.
Louisville
Ballard
knocked them off in the
final game of the consolation bracket.

Murray High pitcher
John Lollar was selected to participate in a
sophomore showcase
by 1st region coaches.

Calloway County students
Bracken
Robertson and Dillon
Starks participated in
the High School World
Fishing Finals.

CALDWELL COUNTY AT CALLOWAY COUNTY
FRIDAY•7:30 P.M.•_JACK D. ROSE STADIUM

On the right foot?
CALLOWAY LOOKS TO
START SEASON WITH A
BANG
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Football is back and Josh McKeel couldn't be happier. But as his Calloway County Laker% embark on a
new season Friday night an interesting test waits for
them right out of
the gates as 2A
Friday
squad
Caldwell
Caldwell Co. vs.
County will head
into the confines of
Calloway Co.
Jack D. Rose stadi- When: 730 p m
um to try and Where: Jack D Rose Stadium
Radio: WAAJ 897 FM
upend them.
Records: Caldwell Co 0-0 (0-0 2McKeel said it, 2Al Calloway Co 0-0(0-0 1-4Al
Keys
to the game:
should be a good
Whoever commits the least mental
matchup.
mistakes in the first game of the sea"The first one is son for both squads will look to walk
always the most away the winner in this one Also, the
talented Laker offense will
its first
important," test of the season How theget
running
McKeel
noted. game responds may dictate the pace
"Obviously we've for the season
got a very good
Caldewll County team coming in who has some
young guys in key positions. Their quarterback's a
freshman, their running back's a freshman but (they
have) a senior dominated defense so we've got our
hands full. David Barnes will always bring a well
coached hard-hitting fundamentally sound football
team and that's what we are going to face Friday
night. We've got to come out and execute."
If last Friday's scrimmage is any indication,
McKeel likes where his team is at though adjustments
must be made.
"We felt that pans of the scrimmage last week
went well and parts didn't," McKee! said,"but now it
counts so regardless of what ever we've done to this
point - all the time, all the effort, all the energy comes down to 7:30 Friday night. I think there are
still some things we need to clean up and do (including) some timing situations that we've got to work
out."
That said McKeel was cautiously optimistic about
his team's offense performance in the game noting
that extra work has been put in this week to offset the
little time left for preparation.
"(Tyler Greer is) in a good spot," McKee' said.
"Obviously if you come out and throw for three
touchdowns and the offense scores on four out of five
possessions you feel good but you also have to realize that it's early in the season and week to week
See LAKERS, 10A

GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

Junior quarterback Tyler Greer will be handed the reins to the team for
the first time this season as he prepares to become an extension of
head coach Josh McKeel on the field. Behind Greer the Lakers are
excited about the upcoming season.

MURRAY AT LAKE CO., TN.
FRIDAY•7:30 P.M. II BILL WRAY FIELD

Unproven ground
MURRAY STARTS SEASON
WITH PLENTY OF UNKNOWNS

9

GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

The Tigers' vaunted rushing attack from year's past might get a little bit of a rest this season as Murray High figures
to go to the air a little more this season in light of a young offensive line

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
For the first time in three years, the Murray High Tigers have
undergone a mass exodus, with several staples in the program from
the past three years now gone to graduation.
A lot has been made about the departing class, which included
three seniors now playing under coach Chris Hatcher at Murray
State, but Steve Duncan wants to
make one thing perfectly clear.
Friday
The cupboard is not bare,at
Murray at Lake Co. Tenn.
Murray High.
The Tigers may look different When: 730 pm
come Friday night when they Where: Bill Wray Field
TV: MES Ch 15
open up their 2011 campaign at Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Lake County, Tenn., but Duncan Records: Murray 0-0 (0-0 1-2A). Lake
Tenn (0-0)
says Tiger fans should still expect Co.,
Keys to the game:
similar results when the new-look Can the Tigers keep up with Lake
Murray High squad takes the field County, one of the fastest teams in the
Volunteer State? It remains to be seen
for the first time tomorrow night. but
Murray isn't womed as they have a
"The idea is still the same," He host of speedsters of their own in Bob
said. "We have to take care of Fields. KendaN Deese and others
ourselves and not make mistakes.
The closer we come to playing a
perfect ball game, the close we
will come to getting a win every Friday night."
The biggest difference, at least on paper anyway, aipears to be
with the size of the offensive and defensive lines.
The Tigers lost nearly everyone on both lines from a year ago =—
two units that in their tenure at Murray High won 35 games.
This year's line, especially on offense, may be smaller, but
Duncan says they are also faster.
"The line definitely isn't as powerful and not as big, but they are
faster and that's gonna help us do some things," Duncan said."We
have adequate speed all over the field though."
The Tigers' team speed will perhaps get it's stoutest test of the
season come opening night. as Lake County is one of the fastest
le See TIGERS, 10A
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL: PIRATES 7, CARDINALS 2

Craig homers twice, Cardinals lose again
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Allen Craig was looking for his
first hit in two months, hoping
to cast aside an 0-for-11 slide
that included a lengthy stay on
the disabled list after he fractured his right kneecap in early
June.
Yup, he definitely needed
this one.
Craig homered twice and had
three RBIs Wednesday night to
lead the St. Louis Cardinals to a
7-2 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Craig went 4 for 5 and Yadier
Molina added three hits for the
Cardinals, who salvaged the
final game of a three-game set
in hopes of staying within
shouting distance of front-running Milwaukee in the NL
Central. .
"That was definitely a big
win to kind of stop things
there," Craig said. "It would
have been tough to lose this
game, definitely."
Craig had struggled since his
return from the disabled list last
Wednesday, going hitless in
nine at-bats. He worked the
count full against Paul Maholm
in the first. then — perhaps a little anxious to bust loose —
swung at a pitch near his eyes
even though Albert Pujols was
on deck.
Maholm heard the ball come
off the bat and figured it was a

routine popup to center. It wasn't. The ball sailed into the
Cardinal bullpen to give St.
Louis a quick 2-0 lead.
"I don't know why he swung,
he should have just at taken it
for a walk," Maholm said. "But
obviously it looked good to
him."
Craig added a solo shot in
the seventh off Brad Lincoln for
his first career multihomer
game. It was the kind of positive reinforcement he needed
after a longer than expected
visit to the DL.
He anticipated being out
three to six weeks after slamming into the wall in Houston.
It was nearly two months before
he was back on the field.
"It's tough to put a timetable
on something like that," Craig
said. "It's a unique injury in a
unique spot and eight weeks is
what it was. I busted my butt to
get my legs strong and rehab."
St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa would like to play Craig
more often, but it's difficult
when the team is healthy. But
with a left-hander on the
mound, La Russa figured Craig
needed to start.
"When he's healthy, I've said
it several times, I'd like to get
him into the lineup," La Russa
said. "This was the perfect time
— a left-hander, give Lance
(Berkman)two days off, but it's
no hunch. The guy's already
proven he deserves some play-

ing time."
Kyle Lohse (11-7) picked up
his 99th career victory by pitching seven solid innings. The
right-hander allowed two runs
and five hits, struck out seven
and walked one.
Maholm (6-14) dropped his
fifth straight decision, giving up
three runs — all in the first —
and eight hits in five innings.
Though Maholm's numbers
are solid this season, he's consistently run into trouble in the
first inning. He started the game
giving up a team-high 15 firstinning runs this season, and St.
Louis wasted little time adding
to that total.
Craig's drive kickstarted the
offense, and the Cardinals made
it 3-0 on a run-scoring single by
Molina.
Lohse
nearly
matched
Maholm's early troubles, loading the bases in the bottom of
the first. But he escaped when
Ryan Ludwick's sinking line
drive to right field was corralled
by Craig.
"It was a little scary there in
the first, but after that I felt like
I got rolling," Lohse said.
Lohse settled down after
that, retiring nine straight at one
point and striking out the side in
the fourth.
"That was a product of getting to what I've been doing all
year when I'm successful: Just
getting ahead of guys and coming right at them," Lohse said.

•Tigers
From Page 9A
teams in the state of Tennessee.
A majority of the players on
Lake County's roster were
members of last year's state
championship basketball, attesting for the quality of athletes
that Duncan and defensive
coordinator Tony Boone are
going to be preparing their team
for.
The name to know for
Murray High fans is Rafeal
Tyler, a senior wide-out/running
back and all-around playmaker.
Tyler is one of the fastest kids in
the state, and coupled with
quarterback Sam Hayes, the two
make a dangerous duo for
Duncan to prepare for out of the
gun-oriented offense.
"They are a very, very good
team," Duncan said. "The have
good and great athletes they are
going to put out on the field.
Their average player is good
and they have some great ones.
"They can do a lot of different things offensively, with a lot
of different looks, so we are try-

good for us and we are sure glad
it worked out that way. ...This is
pretty similar to last year too for
us. Madisonville was a good
distance last year, so this isn't
the first time these guys have
had to get off a long bus ride
ready to play football."
It will be the first time any of
them have gotten off the bus to
play at Bill Wray Field, however.
Duncan says schematically
his Tigers have worked on several different things during the
offseason and into camp,
including adding a legitimate
aerial attack to the offense.
Still. Duncan say with a grin
that he can't give too much
away too early.
"It sounds kind of funny." he
said. "But we threw the ball
quite a bit so far. We really
haven't done that much.
"All coaches have not shown
everything, though. So we will
be ready and prepared for anything."

•Lakers
From Page 9A
you've got to be consistent and
prepared. That's kind of where
we are now making sure we take
care of Calloway County. We
know Caldwell County is a good
ball club but we can't control
them we can only control us."
One thing the Lakers won't
have to prepare for though are a
pair of Caldwell County stars
from last season who have since
graduated.
Running back Brandon Sigler
and quarterback Blake Hodges
made a potent one-two punch for
the Tigers a season ago and will
be sorely missed on the Caldwell
County sideline Friday. Two
players who will try to fill the
void left by the duo will be junior wide receiver Mailer Sivils
and senior David Ray F?ughn.
Sivils was productive for
Barnes'team last season, hauling
in 42 catches for 714 yards and
seven scores, while Faughn, on

the other hand, was a key player
in the secondary for the Tigers
with five interceptions. In his
first game action of the season it
will be interesting to see how
Greer adapts to attacking the
defensive backfield.
Regardless, McKeel noted,
beating Caldwell will come
down to just a few key points.
"I think it comes down to execution, lining up correctly, being
fundamentally sound and winning the turnover battle," he said.
"To me, early in the season it's
all about who executes but also
who makes the fewest mistakes,
whether it be penalties, turnovers
or miscues. One or two miscues
or big plays - Denver Johnson
used to call them game altering
plays - you can have those early
in the season because of miscommunication but the team
with the fewest of those will
probably walk away victorious
Friday night."

One thing to watch out for
will be how the Lakers running
game responds in the first game
of the season.
McKee! said Dustin Harvey,
the newly annointed runningback, and the rest of the backfield for that matter have played
well.
"For the scrimmage, Cole
Troupe did a fine job and Robert
Pruitt did a fine job when the
younger guys came in but
Harvey is going to be our workhorse," McKeel maintained. "I
expect him to carry a majority of
the load and he showed some
signs of brilliance Friday night. I
just hope those are more often a
little bit more spectacular but I
think he's going to do a fine job."
Despite all the uncertainties,
one thing is sure. As the offseason winds closer to opening
night, McKeel is just ready to
play. It's not hard to see why.

Tigers fall
3-1 to kost
Madisonvill

Staff Report
Things didn't go quite the
way Murray High head coach
Jim Baurer expected Tuesday
night as his Tigers fell 3-1 to
Madisonville - North Hopkins.
Despite surrendering three
goals, Murray did manage to
strike off an indirect kick as
Lake Butterworth poked in a
goal at the 24 Minute mark in
the first half.
The Tigers fired on goal
seven times while Murray keeper Adam Melton captured seven
saves of his own on 14 shots.
Baurer said his team played
hard.
"Offensively, we struggled
some to maintain possession of
the ball and build an attack,"
Baurer said. "However, the
effort was there during the
entire contest from everyone."

101 Industrial Road • Murra • 753-2925
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SCOREBOARD
Major League Baseball
All Times CDT
Amencan League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
74 47 612
—
Boston
74 48 607
12
Tampa Bay
66 56 541 812
Toronto
62 60 508 1212
Baltimore
47 74 388
27
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
65 58 528
—
Cleveland
61 58 513
2
Chicago
61 61 500 312
Minnesota
54 68 443 1012
Kansas City
51 73 411 1412
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
71 52 577
—
Los Angeles
65 58 528
6
Oakland
55 68 447
16
Seattle
53 68 438
17

Tuesdays Games
Boston 3, Tampa Bay 1, 1st game
Detroit 7 Minnesota 1
Tampa Bay 6. Boston 2, 2nd game
Chicago White Sox 8. Cleveland 7, 14
innings
'N Y Yankees 9, Kansas City 7
Oakland 8, Baltimore 4
Texas 7. L A Angels 3
Toronto 13, Seattle 7
Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay 4, Boston 0
Oakland 6. Baltimore 5
Minnesota 6. Detroit 5
Cleveland 4, Chicago White Sox 1
Kansas City 5, N.Y Yankees 4
Texas at LA Angels. 905 p m
Toronto at Seattle, 9 10 p m

National League
East Division
W
L Pot GB
Philadelphia
79 42 653
—
Atlanta
72 52 581 812
New York
60 63 488
20
Washington
58 63 479
21
Florida
57 66 463
23
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Milwaukee
73 51 589
—
St Louis
66 58 532
7
Cincinnati
60 63 488 1212
Pittsburgh
58 64 475
14
Chicago
54 70 435
19
Houston
40 84 323
33
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
69 54 561
San Francisco
67 57 540 212
Colorado
58 67 464
12
Los Angeles
55 67 451 1312
San Diego
55 70 440
15

Tuesday's Games
Arizona 3, Philadelphia 2
Washington 6. Cincinnati 4
Pittsburgh 5, St Louis 4, 11 innings
Atlanta 2. San Francisco 1 11 innings
Houston 6, Chicago Cubs 5
Milwaukee 2. LA Dodgers 1
Florida 6, Colorado 5
San Diego 6. N Y Mets 1
Wednesdays Games
Houston 4. Chicago Cubs 3
N.Y. Mets 7, San Diego 3
Philadelphia 9. Arizona 2
Cincinnati 2, Washington 1
St Louts 7, Pittsburgh 2
San Francisco 7, Atlanta 5
Milwaukee 3, LA. Dodgers 1
Colorado 12. Flonda 5

Thursday's Games
Boston (Beckett 9-5) at Kansas City
(Hochevar 8-9) 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Masterson 9-7) at Chicago
White Sox (Humber 8-8). 7 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Sabathia 16-7) at
Minnesota (Duensing 8-11). 7 10 p m
Texas (C.Lewis 11-81 at LA. Angels
(Weaver 14-6), 905 pm
Toronto (R Romero 11-9) at Oakland
'Cahill 9-11) 9 05 p m

Thursday's Games
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 14-5) at
Milwaukee (Estrada 3-7), 11 10 A m
Arizona (I Kennedy 15-3) at
Philadelphia (Worley 8-1), 5 05 p m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 7-9) at Washington
(Zimmermann 7-10) 505 pm
San Francisco (Lincecum 11-9) at
Atlanta (Minor 2-2) 5 10 pm
Florida (Vazquez 7-10) at San Diego
(Stauffer 7-9) 805 p m

Friday's Games
Cleveland at Detroit 605 p.m
Seattle at Tampa Bay. 6 10 p m
lioston at Kansas City. 7 10 p m
NM' Yankees at Minnesota. 7 10 pm
—401ixas at Chicago White Sox. 7 10 pm
Baltimore at L A Angels, 905 p m
Toronto at Oakland. 9 05 pm

Friday's Games
St Louis at Chicago Cubs 1 20 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 605 p m.
Philadelphia at Washington 6 05 p.m
Milwaukee at N Y Mets, 6 10 p.m.
Arizona at Atlanta. 6 35 p m
San Francisco at Houston, 705 p.m.
L A Dodgers at Colorado. 7 40 p.m.
Florida at San Diego. 9 05 p m

SportsBriefs
•Entries are being accepted through August 18 for the Second
Annual Fall Co-Ed Softball League at Murray-Calloway County Parks
(MCCP). Team entry fee is $395, which includes a 12-game regular
season and a post-season double elimination tournament. Team
rosters are limited to 16 players and the overall league size is limited. The
recreational league. perfect for church/work/school teams, currently has
seven teams committed to play and is seeking an eighth team to balance scheduling. For more information contact Tab Brockman at the
Parks at 762-0325 or Tony Vilardo at 270-293-9371.

Wiffrof PEAR ON THE AIR
Lost 144 lbs. with Gastric Banding at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
That's a \,
Varsity
---Cheerleader! ,

Before

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
PAW ray. Kentucky
stuart alexanderekvtb coot
(270)753-4703

BUTTERWORTH
NETS GOAL

when to fold 'em
with the exclusiv
PowerFold Dec

Electric power* folds deck up for
easy maintenance, transport and storage.
Use same switch to adjust infinite range of cutting heights
5:5" deep cutting chambers
Solid-gauge metal construction
Available in 48. 52. & 61' cutting widths

Stuart Alexander

"It's not going to happen o,cry
time like that, but when you're
getting ahead of guys and making them swing at your pitches,
you're usually goink to have
more success than not."
Lohse's only mistake came
when Jose Tabata hit a two-run
homer to right in the fifth.
There was some sentiment to
Tabata's hit. The game marked
his first career start in right field
and he has spoken openly about
emulating legendary Hall of
Famer Roberto Clemente, who
played the same position in
Pittsburgh for 18 seasons.
Tabata's home run sailed just
over the "Clemente Wall" —
adorned with Clemente's retired
No. 21 — but the joy would be
temporary.
St. Louis increased its lead to
4-2 when Ryan Theriot scored
on Lohse's groundout in the
sixth.
Some sloppy Pittsburgh
defense in the eighth helped the
Cardinals put it out of reach.
First baseman Garrett Jones
bobbled a routine grounder by
Jon Jay, who later scored when
third baseman Brandon Wood
threw wild to first trying to get a
hustling Craig.
That was more than enough
for the Cardinals, who have
seen first place fall almost out
of sight this month. They began
August 2 21/2 games behind the
Brewers but have failed to find
any traction.

PREP SOCCER
ing to prepare for everything,
mostly the gun though."
Defensively, Lake County
boasts a 6'3", 200-pound presence by the name of Caleb
Bledsoe, who is a defensive
back with a good comibination
of speed and power, able to
track down the ball and lay a hit
on whoever has it.
Duncan said Lake County
will mostly give the Tigers an
even front defensively, but that
his offensive guys are preparing
for odd and even fronts in the
scenario that Lake County puts
a nose on the center. '
With a slew of young talent
scattered across the 22-starting
positions, Duncan said he isn't
necessarily too worried about
the Tigers kicking-off 2011 far
away from friendly Ty Holland
Stadium.
In fact, he says, this preseason has helped them prepare for
just that.
"I like that we went to Lone
Oak for our scrimmage last
week," Duncan said. "It was

%C°2335h11211
)3 red by
Sponso

FREE SEMINAR
August 22 at 6pm
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
Community Conference 1t(x)m
Call 251-4580 or 877-554-JPMC

THOMSON REUTERS
TOP HOSPITA,..S
VATIONAL

Bariatrics
75 Jackson Purchase Medical Center
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MIKE HARRIS
RAY

Mc!
photo by RICKY MARTIN

With all of the emphasis of Murray State head coach Chris Hatcher's "Hatch Attack" offense placed primarily on quarterback
Casey Brockman and a slew of receivers, it's Harris who helps keep the offense going. Rushing for 904 yards and 10 touchdowns in nine games in 2010, Harris is the threat in the backfield that Racer fans have been eagerly awaiting. Harris was
banged up in the final two games last year, but is fully healthy and capable of a 1,500-yard season on the ground in 2011.

Football may be a fall sport, but fans may feel a tinge of spring this season
as local squads look for fresh starts and new directions. With that come
new gamechangers, fresh blood who look to take their teams to the next
level. Look for your team's preview to check out other players for the
Racers, Tigers and Lakers who might make an impact this fall.

A year after being
named to
Kentucky's All-State
First Team,
Greifenkamp
returns for the
Tigers as yet another
in a long line of
great Murray High
kickers.
Greifenkamp spent
a majority of the offseason in training,
including attending
some of the counFriedrich returns to Calloway Co. for his senior year as not try's most elite kickonly one of the fastest receivers in the area, but the burner has ing camps.
also become a favorite target of quarterback Tyler Greer. Last
season Friedrich ranked No. 1 in Class 4A with an impressive
111 receiving yards per game.

After stepping in as the full-time starter early last season,
Brockman strung together a season to remember. Now,the
junior Qb and Calloway County alum will handle the snaps
full-time in 2011, leaving many, including head coach Chris
Hatcher, excited about what the local product can do with a
full season to look forward to.
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RACERS
ike Harris knew from a pretty
young age what his ultimate
goal was.
He just had no idea how far
he would have to go — literally — to
accomplish it.
As a kid growing up in Oklahoma,
Harris had a couple of options from an
early age.
Both of his parents made a name for
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Murray Electric System is proud to present...

RIVALRY 91
- WEEK

1,

on Murray Electric's Channel 15.
Watch tape delayed broadcasts of MHS vs. CCHS in Soccer, Volleyball,
and Football. Replay times are available on murray-ky.net or
MES channel 15 for local high school coverage this fall.
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KENTUCKY WILDCATS

UK readies for season after overhaul
Phillips
ready to
see new
pieces

WILDCATS
AT A GLANCE

1.1 \I NGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentui,lsy football coach Joker Phillips
lids spent the off-season picking
up pieces on offense and defense.
The second-year head coach had
to replace a lot of offensive production: Quarterback Mike Hartline, running back Derrick Locke
and wide receiver Chris Matthews
all graduated, and junior wide
receiver Randall Cobb left for the
NFL Draft. .
In all, the Wildcats had to replace
all 26 touchdown passes, 19 of
26 rushing touchdowns and 18 of
26 touchdown catches.
The Wildcats top 11 tacklers
from 2010 return, including senior linebacker Danny Trevathan,
who led the Southeastern Conference with 144 tackles last season.
CHARLES BERTRAm
AP
But new co-defensive coordinator
Junior quarterback Morgan Newton walks with quarterback coach and offensive coordinaRick Minter. has taught the team
an entirely new defense after a tor Randy Sanders during the University of Kentucky football media day at Common6-7 season. which included a 27- wealth Stadium in Lexington. Ky.. Friday. Aug. 5, 2011.
10 loss to Pittsburgh in the BBVA
"All (Minter) talks about is
Compass Bowl.
turnovers and minus-yardage plays
Minter was hired in December and those things, and those are
We got some of our question marks
2010, just a few weeks before the the things that we were looking
school-record fifth-straight bowl for when we went out and got answered in the spring. Everybody has questions
appearance. He waited until after Rick," Phillips said. "For us to in the spring and maybe we had a few more.
the loss and into spring practice be successful ... you've got to play
to start installing his new schemes, dominant defense. Not good, not
— Joker Phillips
which call for a number 'of dif- great defense, you've got to play
Second-year Kentucky head coach
ferent formations.
dominant defense. That's the mindSeveral veterans even changed set that Rick has brought to this
Newton said he could liac ;I well said. "1--o be able to open that
positions: senior Winston Guy, sec- football team."
More prepared for his Only start plav hook and to talk with my
ond on the team with 106 tackAnother important element for as a sophomore. So he spent the teammates and know what's going
les in 2010. shifted from safety Phillips is new starting quarter- offseason study ing the p.aN
I hook. on. that's pretty refreshing. I feel
to a hybrid safety-linebacker; jun- back Morgan Newton. a 6-4, 220- learning the nuances of the offense ciinfident about what's going on."
ior Martavius Neloms switched pound junior from Carmel. Ind. and working toward understahdHas ing such an experienced
from cornerback to safety; and Newton earned eight starts as a ing his protections with the offen- ottensi‘e line will help Newton
junior- linebacker Ridge -Wilson true freshman in 2009 when Hart- sive line.
tremendously. he said. Four starters,
switched to a hybrid linebacker- line suffered a knee injury. and
"I remember coming in to my return from the line that was secdefensive end.
he won five of those games. But first camp two ears ago and basi- ond in the SEC last season with
Phillips wanted Minter to over- he struggled in the BBVA Com- cally- not knowing anv dung. and .just In sacks surrendered. The line
n,it only will help Newton. Phillips
haul the defense, which finished pass Bowl during Hartline's sus- then playing and still not
-aid it also will especially 'help
10th in the Southeastern Confer- pension.
knowing a \\ hole lot
CIICC in scoring defense last year.
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BEST WISHES FOR
A GREAT SEASON!
From Your Friends at

753-1222
murravkvrealestate.com

2010 Record: 6-7. 2-6
Southeastern Conference
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-3.
Starters returning/lost:
12.12
Lettermen returning/lost
49/24.
Key players: Quarterback
Morgan Newton. running back
Raymond Sanders, linebacker
Danny Trevathan. wide receiver La'Rod King, safety
Winston Guy. offensive guard
Larry Warford. wide receiver
Brian Adams. defensive end
Collins Ukwu
Coach: Joker Phillips 6-7, 2-6
2nd season at UK, overall)
Schedule:
Si
WESTERN KENTUCKY
S10 CENTRAL MICHIGAN
S17 LOUISVILLE
S24 FLORIDA
01 at Louisianna State
08 at South Carolina
022 JACKSONVILLE STATE
029 MISSISSIPPI STATE
N5 OLE MISS
N12 at Vanderbilt
N19 at Georgia
N26 TENNESSEE
his young running hacks and wide
receivers as they adapt to expanded roles.
Phillips said a number (it true
treshmen could get a lot of play ing time. especially at wide receR er.
Relying on such youth can he
dangerous. But Phillips is comfortable With the improvements on
offense; defense and on his stall
We got some of our question
marks answered in the spring.
Everybody has questions in the
spring and maybe we had a tew
more." Phillips said. "We'll get
some more atIS‘5ere,0 here in tall
camp and we'll he ready to go to
battle with whoever lines up in
front of UN.'

Good Luck
Racers, Tigers
Lakers!

RACERS

711 Main Street • Murray, KY
www.murraykyrealestate.com

GOOD NEIGHBORS...MAKE GOOD REALTORS

• Daily lunch Specials
• Party Room Available Seats 60!
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Terry & Karen Isaac,,- Owners
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(Nut to Tractor Supply)

201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2411
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
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Strong

says defense is Card's strength

Strong not
worried
about low
ranking
LOUISVILLE. Ks. iAP) —
Charlie
Strong's
first-year
Louisville team was the preseason choice to finish last in the
Big East hut hoisted a bowl trophy to end the year 7-6. That
explains why Strong isn't too worried about being chosen to finish
sev enth in this year's preseason
poll.
"Last year we were picked
eighth, so at least we moved one
spot up." Strong deadpanned at
Papa John's .Cardinal Stadium' on
media day.
Now in his second year. Strong
sa:s he's more comfortable in the
:oIc of head coach.
After 27 years as an assiStant
— the last seven. as defensive
coordinator at Florida. winning
two national championships with
the Gators
Strong built last
season's team around a power running game that led the Big
in rushing and an attacking defense
that ranked 18th nationally in points
allowed per game.
But 25 seniors departed fol
lowing a 31-28 win in the Beet
O'Brad:'s Bowl which was the
school's tirst postseason appearance
since w inning the 2007 Orange
Bowl. With only four starters
returning on offense. Strong will
look to his defense to carry the
team this season.
The strength of our football
team should be our defense." he
said.
Louisville's defensive line is
the team's Strongest unit, with
three first-learners returning along
with four others who started at
least one game last season. Big
East Rookie of the Year Hakeem
Smith returns at strong safety after
leading the team with 88 tackle!:
ls a redshirt freshman-. -

CARDINALS
AT A GLANCE

ED REINKE / AP

Louisville coach Charlie Strong talks about his team during a news conference about the
upcoming NCAA college football season, Wednesday, Aug. 10. 2011, in Louisville, Ky.

The strength of
our football team should
be defense.
— Charlie Strong
Second-year Louisville head
coach
I hat lea:es cornciba:k as die
team's biggest concern with the
departure of Johnny Patrick and
Bobby Burns, Senior Anthony Conner. returning from an ACL injury
that cost him the 2010. and redshirt freshman Jordan Paschal are
considered the favorite: to start.
Strong said he does not plan

to change his aggressive approach it's better for our defensive backs."
because of inexperience at the cor- Brown said. "There's no defennerback position.
sive .back in the world who can
"We're a pressure defense. And co:er for like, six seconds. We
e're not going to back down and need to shorten the time of the
were not going to back away. play N."
We're going to al::ay s play man
On offense. Louis% ille has expecoverage and we're going. to pres- rience at the skill positions of
sure people. Now it's just how running back, receiver and tight
good can we he outside," he said. end but must develop a quarterDefensive coordinator Vance back to get them the football and
Bedford- said the team may need an offensi:e line to find running
to play more zone and co:er two room.
more formations than last year.
Junior quarterback Will Stein,
but junior linebacker Daniel Brown who played in two games last
echoed his head coach's call for season and started two in 2009,
pressure.
will get the first shot to start but
"The less time that you can .four-star recruit Teddy Bridgewagive the quarterback to sit there ter is expected to play early. Offenand. look around for his targets. sive coordinator Mike .Sanford said

2010 Record: 7-6, 3-4 Big
East.
Offense: Multiple.
Defense: 4-3.
Starters returning/lost:
15/10.
Lettermen returning/lost:
44/23
Key players: Running back
Victor Anderson, quarterback
Will Stein, wide receiver Josh
Bellamy, tight end Josh
Chichester, safety Hakeem
Smith, linebacker Daniel
Brown.
Coach: Charlie Strong (7-6, 34 overall. 2nd season).
Schedule:
Si
MURRAY STATE
S9 FIU
S17 at Kentucky
01
MARSHALL
08 at North Carolina
015 at Cincinnati
021 RUTGERS
029 SYRACUSE
N5 at West Virginia
N12 PITTSBURGH
N19 at Connecticut
N25 at SOUTH FLORIDA
it's imperative that both players
are prepared to lead the offense.
Louisville hosts Murray State
on Sept. I to start its season.
They travel to in-state rival Kentucky on Sept. 17 and conclude
the season with four league games
against some of the toughest teams
in the Big East: at West Virginia
on Nov. 5, Pittsburgh on Nov. 12,
at Connecticut on Nov. 19, and
at South Florida on Nov. 25.
Strong cautioned that while 2011
may not be the year, his program
will ultimately challenge for another Big East title.
"If you look at this league, it's
a league that we can go in and
compete. There's not a team in
this league that you can look at
and say 'that's a dominant team.'"
he • said.
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Parker Ford
Lincoln

LINCO L N

701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com
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DECIDING ON YOUR BANKING OPTIONS HAS NEVER BEEN
SIMPLER WITH OUR FREE STUDENT CHECKING ACCOUNT
• No Monthly Maintenance Fee

• Free Online Banking and Bill Pa\

• No Minimum Balance Requirements

• Free Debit Card

• Unlimited Check Writing

• E-Statements available

• Free First Order of Checks

• Gift card discounts

Proud Supporter of

Murray State Football
RACERS

Good Luck Team!
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MAIM
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Maur Hardware. Electrical and Plumbing"1
"
4"xgs

200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
www.murraysupplyco.com

Hours:
M-F 7-5p.m.,
Sat. 74p.m.
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We Make it Simple!
630 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759 - 4852

www.bankofcadiz.com
A fee may be imposed for covering overdrafts that arc created by check, in-person withdrawal.
ATM withdrawal. or other electronic means as applicable
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CLASS 2A1 DISTRICT 1
CALD WELL COUNTY
TIGERS
Coach: David Barnes
Last season: 7-5 overall.3-1 in 2A District 1
Key players: Martez
Sivils(Jr WA/C), David
Ray Faughn (Sr., Z/C)
Outlook: The Tigers lose
two talented backfield
players in Brandon Sigle,
and Blake Hodges but

return production in
Sivils, who hauled in 42
passes for 714 yards and
7 scores, and defensive
back Faughn who
snagged five interceptions on the year last
season
Date to watch: vs
Murray High (Oct 14)

CRITTENDEN COUNTY
ROCKETS
Coach: Al Starnes
Last season: 7-4 overall: 3-1 in 1A District 1
Key players: Grant
Gardner (Jr.: RB/LB);
Dustin Hernandez (Sr.:
RB/DB)
Outlook: A byproduct of
the district realignment.
Coach Starnes and the
Rockets come to the dis-

trict minus a few big
parts from a season ago.
Gardner will look to man
the defense after registering 44 solo tackles a
year ago while
Hernandez adds 299
yards receivng.
Date to watch: vs.
Caldwell Co. (Oct. 21)

REIDLAND
GREYHOUNDS
Coach: Jon Hedges
Last season: 5-6 overall; 1-3 in 2A District 1
Key players: Collin
Spink (Sr; RB/LB), Josh
Herndon (Sr.: QB/DB)
Outlook: Things are
looking good for
Greyhounds Coach Jon
Hedges as he returns

Spink and Herndon, two
of his most potent
weapons on offense, to
anchor a team on the
rise. This could finally be
the year they push over
the hump.
Date to watch: vs.
Murray High (Oct. 21)

BALLARD MEMORIAL
CARDINALS
Coach: Chris Cooper
Last season: 6-6 overall;
2-3 in 1A District 1
Key players: Mason
Weir (Jr.: RB/DB). Fontez
Hill (Sr.; WR/DB)
Outlook: Coming to
Class 2A by way of the
realignment. the Bombers
don't have much to fall
back on after losing do-itall quarterback Alex

Mallory. Mallory, who
passed for 2,749 yards
ard 31 TDs will be sorely
missd as he was also the
team's leading rusher as
well. Weir, who finished
with 312 yards on the
ground and Hill who
reeled in 350 yards
receiving will lead them.
Dates to watch: vs.
Heath (Sept. 2)

Same ole, same ole?
Time will tell
Can Murray repeat as district champions?
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
ith Murrav in a
rebu I ding
‘ear
new faacnetsi
Joining the
district
to
thanks
now seems the perfect
time to make a move for district
suprememcy if there is one to he
made.
If that happens remains to he
seen though as Class 2A's First
District remains wide open %Vith
NIurray's chokehold loosening after
a mass exodus from the black and
gold due to graduation. Gine are
familair stalwarts Health and Trigg
County replaced In new foes Crittenden County and . Ballard Memorial.
Crittenden County. one of the
schools brought in in the redistrictMLT file photo
ing will looks to have a successful
Crittenden County linebacker Grant Gardner tries to tackle Murray
(ABOVE)
season on the 2A level after chalking up a 7-4 record a season ago running back Christian Duncan in a game last season.
in Class A. A couple thing that will
help them will he junior tackling (BELOW) Ballard Memorial defensive back Fontez Hill tries to go low to tackle
machine Grant Gardner as W ell as Murray High running back Matt Deese in a game last season.
senior Dustin Hernande/. who
chipped in 2) ards receiving last
year. All in all. it might he hard
tally Jitter Ii sing do-it-all quarterfor Coach Al Starnes to replicate
back
Alex Mallory to graduation.
the season he had last year.
For Reidland. things are on the Mallorv. Who passed for 2.749 yards
up and up after steady improvement and 31 Ms and also led the team
iii the last tss tt seasons lead the in rushing. will he a gaping hole
coaching staff to believe. that get- on the Bombers offense. Mason Weir
ting over the hump is the next step. will do his hest to fill in after regTwo key. pieces to solve the prob- istering 312 v ards on the ground
lem facing the Greyhounds can be last sear and Fontet Hill will hanfound in Hedges backfield. • Senior dle pass-cavching duties after 350
running hack Collin Spink and sen- receiving yards a season ago.
The Caldwell County Tigers will
ior signal caller Josh Herndon should
give Hedges plenty of things to, have a difficult time replacing Brandon Sigler and 'Blake Hodges hut
smile about come district play.
Ballard Memorial may have a
II See 2A. 88
tough .tim with the transition. espe-
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DON'T PASS ON THESE 1M
OF AVM
Completely Remodeled!
Expanded Buffet &
Salad Bar!
New Games!
Five Flat Screen TVs!
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CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1
HOPKINS CO. CENTRAL
STORM

New faces, same
places
Lone Oak, Jack Haskins looks to top district again

Ile photo

ilurray

tackle

—J

-rDs

replace pretty much their
entire defensive production. The good thing?
They return do-it-all quarterback Lucas Crawley.
who rushed for 1,338
yards and 17 TDs a season ago
Date to watch: at
Calloway County (Sept.
30)

LONE OAK
PURPLE FLASH

By GREG WADDELL
-tstant Sports Editor
!though two
nem. taces
arm e in the
district :titer
realignment
er the Y.uirtmer brought
ensboro and
. Madison% ale
North Hopkins down to play in the
4A, things shouldn't change relatively much in the 1st district.
Other than the fact that the the
Red Dcs. its and Maroons push the
membership to fi‘e teams. Lone
Oak still looks to sit pretty atop
their perch.
Add in the tact that the Purple
Rash add in Signifigant returners.
in Tyler Pressnell and Joe Starks
and it seems Jack Haskins should
have not
to worry about: That
is. unless the other teams have
something to say about.
Owensboro. which sported a
record of 6-5 in Class 5A. Will
look to hit the ground running once
the season starts. especially since
Joe Prince's squad returns quite a
few ke) pieces from last season's
team. Runningback Kendall Tinsley and linebacker Michael Dedgeon will look to lead the Red
De\ ils through] th. unfamiliar territory that is 4A football hut Owensboro should be .just I inc.
'Fire Maroons of Madis(mY
'North Hopkins also lind themsely es
in a neYY setting following the
KIISAA's redistricting. hut like the
Red De% ils shouldn't \Yon-% much
about hitting in their untamiliar surroundings. Returning dual-threat
kniarterback Trey Cart heat teams
wrth both his • arm and legs last
season. notching a 940 yards and
Iii
y ia the ground and another 1,6418 and 17 scores through the
air And should make a nice transi-

Coach: Zach Hibbs
Last season: 3-8 overall 1-1 in 4A District 1
Key players: Lucas
Crawley (Sr : QB/DB).
Aaron Oelfke (Jr.,
OL DT)
Outlook: Things aren't
looking bright for Coach
Hibbs and the Storm as
the team will be forced to

Coach: Jack Haskins
Last season: 11-2 overall. 2-0 in 4A District 1
Key players: Tyler
Presnell (Sr.: QB/DB),
Joe Starks (Sr.: WR/DB)
Outlook: The Purple
Flash return a number of
weapons for veteran
coach Jack Haskins and
Lone Oak. who proved

once again last year that
they are the class of
District 1.
Senior quarterback Tyler
Presnell and receiver
Joe Starks should help
Haskins stay at his helm
of No. 1.
Date to watch: vs.
Owensboro.(Sept. 30)

OWENSBORO
RED DEVILS
Coach: Joe Prince
Last season: 6-5 overall; 3-1 in 5A District 1
Key players: Kendall
Tinsley (Sr. RB/SS).
MLT file photo Michael Dedgeon (Sr.:
(ABOVE) Lone Oak defesnive back Felix Colon (12) and Clayton Cain (75) bring G'LB)
down Calloway County running back Michael Treadway in a game last season. Outlook: A newcomer to
the class after the
(BELOW) Calloway County head coach Josh McKeel talks to his team during a realignment. the Red
time out during the Lone Oak game last season.
Devils fared well in 5A

last year, finishing above
.500 with three wins in
district play. Things
shouldn't change too
much this year as they
return running back
Tinsley and linebacker
Dedgeon
Date to watch: vs.
Owensboro Catholic
(Sept. 2)

MADISON VILLE -NH
MAROONS

lion to the district. The Maroons ha Y e
another ace up their sleeYe in running back Cameron 'Fandy yylio
pulled double duty of his (mil to
pick up 453 rushing yards and 495
receiY ing ards Ink finding .the
end/one eight times oyer the course
of the. year
Of all the team, in the district
this season. Hopkins County Cyntral might ha Y e the hardest time
Making a dent 'alter It
prett
much their entire defense from a
season ago. The one bright spot

Coach: Will Weaver
Last season: 5-6 overall:
2-2 in 5A District 1
Key players: Trey Carr
(Sr.. OB DB). Cameron
Tandy(Sr.: RB/DB)
Outlook: .Returning dualthreat quarterback Carr.
who passed for 1,608
yards and 17 TDs and
ran for 940 yards and 10
scores on the ground, will

•See 4A, 8E3

be huge for the Maroons
as they Join Class 4A.
Senior running back
Tandy should matters as
well. pullling double duty
of his own after recording
453 yards rushing and
3TDs to go along with
495 yards receiving and 5
scores.
Dates to watch: at Lone
Oak (Oct. 211
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From Page 118

From Page 10B
-We're going tu try and utilite our ability and our -talent
that we have." McKee' said.
-We've done different things but
were going to try to simplify
it. We're going to try to get to
a point where we limit as much
thinking as possible so our alignments and our adjustments based
on who we play is easier and
we're just going to tilt back and
play."

is very. very good for us." Duncan
said. "We're excited about the opportunity of maybe even getting to rest
a little bit on offense and defense.
They're young but were really excited about the speed we see in our
line and the good technique. Now
we just have to get better and work
on trying to make ourselves per
fact and playing as a team."

i
(The
offense) is all going
to run through Greer.
That's part of being
the quarterback. It's
one of the good
things and also one
of the things you
work so hard for. y
— Josh McKeel
CCHS head coach

Laker receiver Garrett Cowen makes a move on
Senior Night against Mayfield last season.

(The offense line)
is going to determine our
season but I could give
you a list of 20 guys that
are capable which is very,
very good for us. They're
young but we're really
excited about the speed
we see in our line and the
good technique. y y
— Steve Duncan
MHS head coach

•4A
From Page 7B
for the Storm comes from
Lucas Crawley who tore up
the field last fall, rushing for
1,338 yards and 17 touchdowns. On the other side of
the ball, youngster Aaron
Oeltle will look to stop the
bleeding from the mass exodus and will anchor a young
unit this season.
Calloway County will look
to make some noise in district play this season after
returning the dynamic duo
of quarterback Tyler Greer
and Josh Friedrich. Greer.
who ranked 3rd in class 4A
in passing yards. and Friedich.
who topped the list in receiving yards, should make quite
the pair.
Add in the fact that offen,i‘e lineman Dustin Harvey
has been converted to a bruising runningback and things
in Laker Land might be back
to normal. It will be an uphill
battle for Laker head coach
Josh McKee' but one he feels
his team is definitely up to.
Lone Oak, who sit in the
driver seat of the district

MLT Me photo

Murray quarterback Kendall Deese powers
through a Trigg County defender last season.

•2A

MLf Me photo

Calloway County quarterback Tyler Greer breaks for a
run against Lone Oak in a game last season.
again this year, will benefit
from a tougher schedule this
season and will be looking
to run the table in district

play again. Despite the new
challengers, the crown is the
Purple Flashes to lose

You value-:
teamwork...

From Page 6B
Martez Sivils and David Ray
Faughn should be up to the
task on both sides of the ball.
Sivas, a junior receiver who
hauled in 42 passes for 714
yards and seven scores in
2010 should lead the air attack
while Faughn will anchor the
secondary after snagging five
interceptions last season.
Murray High School should
have its work cut out for it
this season after its tasked
with replacing all but 4 starters
from last year's squad. Gone
are Matt Deese. Christian_
Duncan, Robert Olive and a
handful of others but with
returners like running back
Bob Fields,linebacker Ian HesMLT fili h ,-t
kett and quarterback Kendall
Deese things may be on the Reidland quarterback Josh Herndon makes a throw
rise for Tiger football. One against Murray in a game last season.
player to watch out tor may
adaptation and ‘k ill he test- w aft a mix ot \reterans, trans
be Deese, who w ill look to
ed this year as the 2011 edifers and newcomers but time
lead the team in his third
tion of the Tigers may look will tell if the youngsters can
season in the offense. as Murnothing like the 2010 unit. handle the big shoes that were
ray head coach Steve DunThe team should be faster left for them
can has mastered the art of
and a little more pass hapiv‘

New
Racer
Of011

Sure, you know some folks wh.W-'
always "look out for number one,"
but doesn't it really feel better when
you're working together as part of
a team? In the game of life, it's good
to know you have strong members on
your team, like the professionals at
The Murray Bank.
Our knowledgeable staff will assist
you in scoring points financially, by
helping you make wise decisions.

'
4

„:"

16" Cheese Pizza
$700

The Murray Bank and you now that's a winning team!

12" 3 With 3 Toppings
$1 400

murr
The Say Bank

f--

Member FDI('

The value of teamwork!
405 South 12" Street

700 North 12th Street * 270.753-5626

24 Hour Account Info I-877-965.1122

Online Banking — www.themurraybank.com

16" Unlimited Toppings

16" 3 With Unlimited Toppings

$1000
Battlis Grill

Well honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays & Wednesdays

Open Daily 11 am.-1 am. •817Coldwater Rd

(270) 762-0442

Murray 1.441Err & Times
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•Harris
From Page 38
Fortunately tor Murray State
fans and less fortunately for the
rest of the Ohio Valley Conference, Harris followed his father
and went the football route, admitting his lack of musical talent aided
the decision.
"I used to play the drums back
in middle school." the 5-11, 200
pound bruiser recalls. "1 couldn't do the band thing though."
Now, long after falling in love
with the game of football, Harris isn't sitting in with the Racer
Band — he•s the one giving them
a reason to play.
Harris' decision to tote a pigskin
rather than a tuba came easily
to him. How he got to Murray
in the first place, however. wai
a bit of a bolder decision.

%
1
11111
file photo

powers
?ason.

Paige Anders was serving as
the defensive backs coach at Butler Community College in El Dorado, Kansas when assigned the
task of containing a running back
at nearby Independence Community College, a small school with
an enrollment of just over 1,000.
After watching the running back
freeze defenders and run through
the ones he didn't, Anders sent
a name to his brother Ashley —
Mike Harris.
When Ashley Anders arrived
to assume the role of defensive
coordinator under first-year Racer
head coach Chris Hatcher. Harris was a priority — and for
good reason.
The Racers had been lacking
in terms of talent in the backfield, and Hatcher would need a
reliable and dangerous threat
behind the quarterback for his
potent "Hatch-Attack- offense to

work like A finely tuned engine.
Harris was up for the challenge.
The only thing was, he didn't
know anything about Murray.
"I was expecting to see a mall,"
Harris recalls while laughing. "I
didn't come down here on a visit,
I just showed up last summer. I
thought Murray was going to be
bigger, but coach Anders told me
there was a mall here.
"He kind of fooled me, I guess.
he was talking about the. J.C.
Penney."
Mall or no mall, Harris says
Murray was the right place at
the right time.
At the rate he's going, a mall
may be built and named in his
honor.
Harris racked up 904 yards on
139 carries in nine games, finding pay dirt 10 times along the
way. .Harris also made his presence known in the passing game,
serving as a security blanket of
sorts for then sophomore quarterback Casey Brockman. Harris
ended 2010 with 28 catches' for
166 yards and a score.
Harris finished his rookie campaign with the Racers ranked 21st
in the Football Championship
Series in rushing yards per game
with a 100.44 clip. He also recorded four 100-yard games, including a pair of games where he
eclipsed the 200-yard plateau.
Hatcher had his man, and
Brockman had his sidekick in the
backfield.

Sitting on an aluminum bench
following the Racers camp-ending scrimmage last Saturday, hair
draped down over his broad shoulders, helmet in hand. Harris couldn't help but smile.

The prompt?
A simple question of, "How
fun is winning"
"It's the best," Harris said with
a smile big enough to be featured in a Crest advertisement.
"Winning, man. It just doesn't
get any better than that."
It's a lesson Harris is learning late in his amatuer career.
Aside from his sophomore season in high school, where Harris helped take his Booker T. Washington team to the Oklahoma state
semi-finals, last season's 6-5 finish wearing the blue and gold
was one his best.
He's optimistic that's about to
change, however.
"We are just going to win."
he says. "I don't care how many
yards I get, as long as we win
as a team. I've never won big
in football, and that's the main
goal for me this year."

With the end of his collegiate
career resting on the immediate
horizon. Harris can remember back
to when he first started playing
football.
It was then That he told his
parents he wanted to play in the
NFL.
It is now a goal so S ivid you
can practically see it in his dark
brown eyes when- he talks about
it.
"I'm going to try to take it
to the next level after this,- Harris said, peering over the bright
green turf of his new-found sanctuary inside Roy Stewart Stadium. "I told my parents that's
what I wanted to do. That's what
I'm going to do."
-First,- he says. "I have business to take care of. here.-

•Racers
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Arthur Brackett reeled in 62 catches
last season for the Racers, and the Racyear.
Hatcher says that was the groundwork ers will give Brockman several more
for a 2011 campaign that many think has options.
Ja-Vonta Trotter and Patrick Robertson
a chance to he special, including the conference head coaches and media relations are eligible to play this year under Hatchdirectors, who tabbed the Racers as No. er after sitting out last season, while Dex2 team in the preseason polls — for good ter Durrante and Hannibal Beauford return
.
to the fold as well.
reason.
Throw in defensive back anti nifty return
The Racers return 10 offensive and nine
defensive starters from last year's squad, man Dontrelle Johnson, who earned Allincluding quarterback and former Calloway OVC honors in both specialties last seaCounty star Casey Brockman, as well as son,- and Hatcher says the Racers have
leading tackler and former Murray High the talent to be the best.
standout Brandon Wicks from the safety
"We have talent all over the field.- Hatchposition.
er said. "We have some guys that have
Brockman and Wicks aren't the only had a busy preseason with different accotwo cornerstones returning, however.
lades and things like that, but our biggest
Senior Mike Harris returns to the back- issue is the guys behind them. We are
field for the Racers, some eight months lacking a lot of depth.after turning in 904 rushing yards and 10
While the defense sured up nearly all
touchdowns in just nine games a season of their woes towards the end of last seaago.
son, Hatcher still says the defense will
Harris will look to keep defenses hon- need to tackle better this year as a unit.
Still early in the fall, Hatcher says the
est, as they prepare to stop the Racers
defense has looked strong at times this
potent "Hatch Attack- offensive system.
While Harris remains a threat to break preseason, but getting consistency — on
the big run at anytime, Brockman has both sides of the ball for that matter —
solidified himself as one of the top quar- is crucial.
-Right now we are just a little up and
terbacks not only in the OVC, but in the
down," he said. 1 guess you could say
country.
Brockman was named to the Sports we are a moody bunch. We don't always
Nctwork's Walter Payton Award Watch have the intensity that we need to have
last, which is the award given to the top to be a championship level team, so we
offensive player in the Football Champin- still have a lot to improve on."
The Racers will open up their season
ship Series.
Also stemming from his work last year, on Sept. I as they travel to Papa Johns
Brockman was named OVC Offensive Pre- Stadium to take on the Louisville Cardiseason Player of the Year at the league's nals in a 5 p.m. kick-off set to be broadcast on ESPNU.
annual media day last month.
After that the Racers will head to MisWide-out Marcus Harris left Murray State
for the NFL's Detroit Lions this offsea- sissippi Valley State before returning home
son. but the cupboard is certainly not bare on Sept. 17 to welcome in Tennessee
State.
for the receiving corp.

SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
at Louisville

SCOUTING REPORT
'TIME

Offensive formation:
Spread
at Miss. Valley St.
Defensive formation:
TENNESSEE STATE'6 p.m.
4-3
6 p.m.
at Tenn-ftilastin'
2010 Overall record:
JACKSONVILLE ST.' 6 p.m.
12 p.m.
at Georgia State
6-5
EASTERN ILL.' 1:30 p.m. 2010 Conference
2 p.m.
EASTERN KY.'
record/standing: 5at Tennessee Tech` 1 p.m.
3/4th
1
p.m.
AUSTIN PEAY
Offensive starters
at Southeast Missoure1 p.m.
returning/lost: 10/1
-Designates Ohio Valley
Defensive starters
Conference Games
returning/lost: 9/2
Head coach: Chris
Hatcher (2nd season)
Outlook: The Racers
were picked to finish
9-3 second this season by
"Southeast Missouri St. 7-1
9-3' league head coaches
6-2
Jacksonville St
6-5
5-2
Eastern Kentucky
and sports information
6-5
5-3
Murray State
directors, but Chris
6-5
5-3
UT-Martin
Hatcher has higher
5-6
4-4
Tennessee Tech
2-9
2-6
Eastern Illinois
hopes for his team,
2-9
1-7
Austin Peay
and for good reason.
3-8
0-7
Tennessee State
9-1
9-10
9-17
9-22
10-1
10-8
10-15
10-29
11-5
11-12
11-19

5 p.m.
4 p.m.

2010 OVC
STANDINGS

• — School made playoffs
' niinched regular season title

The Racers return 19
total starters from last
year's 6-5 squad,
including quarterback
Casey Brockman as
well as runningback
Mike Harris. On the
outside, the Racers
lost Marcus Harris,
now with the Detroit
Lions, but should have
the depth to accomodate the loss. Defense
was a bit of a weak
point for the Racers in
the early going last
year, but the unit
played well over the
final four games.
Hatcher believes that if
this year's defense can
tackle better, the sky is
the limit for this group
of Racers.

RICKY MARTIN Ledger 8, Times
Mike Harris walks from the tunnel onto the track surrounding the field in Roy Stewart Stadium,

TENNESSEE VOLUNTEERS

Dooley expects more out
of young Tennessee Vols
By BETH RUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KNOX \ 11.11. Tenn. AP) — There's
one very obvious thing about the 2011
Tennessee Volunteers: They're extremely
young.
"We know we're y oung. We know we
aren't going to use that as an excuse for
failure." coach Derek Dooley said. "We have
sonic guy s Who flashed a lot of good
things last year hut nobody really who
played 12 games consistently' in a championship way. So it's time to quit talking,
get oil the field and see what we can
de‘elop here the next few weeks before
kickoff."
Tennessee has been plagued the past
few seasons by player attrition from backto-back coaching transitions, and the Vols
have had their fair share of injuries too.
That's left them with just 26 upperclassmen on scholarship. compared to 27 sophomores and 26 freshmen.
there's a lot of talent and potential among the Vols.' youngest players.
"I think we're going to need them at
just about every position: if not from a
starter, from a role guy, from a spell guy
and from a guy who can go out there
and push the guy ahead of them to be
better." Dooley said. "It's hard to say
you're not going to need them in some
capacity."
Tennessee will need them to play Well
fairly early in the season, too, if it wants
to avoid a predicted fourth-place finish in
the Southeastern Conference's East Division. After hosting Montana and Cincinnati, the Vols begin a six-game run that
includes a trip to Florida, home games
against Georgia. LSU and South Carolina
and a trip to AlabaMa. Tennessee also
travels to Arkansas in November. .
The Vols finished the 2010 season 67 in Dooley's first year with the team,
nearly scoring a major upset over LSU
and a win in the Music City Bowl against
North Carolina. They showed several flashes of *potential but even more silly, youthful mistakes.
The returning players spent the offseason training with new strength and conditioning coach Ron McKeefery, working
on their skills with one another and studying film and the playbook. Dooley said
the returning Vols came back bigger,
stronger and faster and appeared to retain
a lot of knowledge of Tennessee's schemes.
Now,he's waiting to see if that will translate into improved play.
A few young players were thrust into
major roles last season. Chief among them
is sophomore quarterback Tyler Bray, who
started the final five games of the 2010
season and led Tennessee to victory in
four of those games.
Despite playing a limited number of
snaps last season. Bray set team fresh-

men records hy pa —trig loi 1,849 yards
and 18 touchdowns. l'he tall yet gangly
Bray lost his go-to targets in Gerald Jones.
Denarius Moore and Luke Stocker but
dedicated his summer to packing on sonic
more muscle, memorizing -the Vols' offense
and finding rhythm with wide. .recel‘ ers
Da'Rick Rogers and Justin Hunter and
center James Stone. all fellow sophomore..
"Last season I was going in and I kind
of knew the offense but still was a little
hesitant on some things." Bray said. "This
year I'm not at all."
The offensive line is stacked with sophomores, but Tennessee got a combined 31
starts out of those players last season.
The line struggled, at times last year hut
still managed to pave the way for running back Tauren Poole to gain 1,034
yards.
Poole returns as a senior and one of
the Vols' few elder statesmen, and the
line has promised him a 2.000-yard season this year.
"They've come a long way," Poole said.
"They keep saying 2,000 yards,. and that's
bold to say that in this league. I just tell
them to work hard and don't worry about
the 2,000 yards. Let's just work it and
let's just win. "
On the -defensive side. Tennessee will
start the season with just one returning
starter in the front seven, senior defensive tackle Malik Jackson. The Vols lost
returning starting linebacker Herman Lathers at least for part of the season when
the junior broke his ankle in June.
Jackson, who finished 2010 with 48
tackles, It tackles for loss and five sacks.
will miss part of fall camp With a sprained
right knee but is expected to return before
the Vols open Sept. 3. He's expected to
be joined on the line by sophomore Daniel
Hood, a converted offensive lineman who
impressed coaches with his defensive line
play during spring practice, and sophomore Jacques Smith, who played in all
13 games last season.
Seniors Austin Johnson and Daryl Vereen
are expected to start at linebacker in Lathers' absence. Vereen has the only start
between the two of them, but both earned
praise for their play during spring practice.
The secondary boasts significant depth.
with safety Janzen Jackson returning from
a five-month absence from school and
football and joining fellow veterans Prentiss Waggner, Marsalis Teague and Brent
Brewer.
"What we need from these guys is for
them to come out to work every day and
get a little bit better every day." defensive coordinator Justin Wilcox said. "That's
really the key. That's all we're focusing
on — the small little details that add up,
and the cumulative effect of that hopefully will get us where we want to go."
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Photos from Rockhouse Creek Photography by Stacy Mills

Murray lost a talented class of 2010 that included seven players who will be suiting up for colleges this fall. The Tigers have reloaded,
however, and will attempt to repeat as district champions behind a large and talented line and a powerful backfield.

Duncan: Young Tigers
will find way to win
Team will replace all but four positions in revamped attack
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
fter two seasons full of
noticeable
faces for Tiger
faithful,
the
2011
season
might feature
m or e
unknowns than fans have seen. in
a while. With just three returning
starters from a team that advanced
to the state quarterfinals a year ago,
Murray High head coach Steve Duncan has his work cut out for him
this season.
Although a handful of talented
players from last year now call new
programs home,• Duncan said his
current crop of playmakers is plenty capable of filling the gap. Adaptation is the name of the game now
Duncan maintains and the team that
takes the field on Aug. 19 could
be much different than what Tiger
fans are used to seeing. Speed on
the outside will be much more key
this season than the pound it between
the tackles attack the Tigers have
employed in seasons past.
"The number one thing is this
a whole different group," Duncan
said. "In the past we've been two

tight ends, three
Regardlcss, whether bs ground
•••••
backs and run the or by air. Duncan said Deese will
ball. It looks like leave his mark on games.
this season we're not
"Anytime you get somebody who
as big but we're has played quarterback for three
pretty quick and years he's going to be pretty good,"
we've got- a good Duncan said. "I really think
group of guys. a (Kendall l's probably the player that
large group, so we is very likely going to have a
Duncan
might be throwing breakout kind of season. People are
the ball a little bit more."
going to be excited what he can
Despite a potential deviation in do. He can run and throw."
style. a few familar faces will return
His backfield mate Fields is no
to shepherd the young Tigers through slouch either as expectations for
growing pains.
the senior back are already starting
Two of the three, junior quar- to gain steam. Working as the third
terback Kendall Deese and senior option last season behind Christian
running back Bob Fields, will shoul- Duncan and .Matt Deese, both of
der a heavy load for the Murray whom have strice.moved on to play
High offense while the other, Ian for Chris Hatcher at Murray State.
Heskett will helm the defensive front. Fields racked up 524 yards and
Deese, who passed for 10 touch- recorded seven scores in his own
downs last year in the Tiger's run- right. Now that he has the ball all
heavy attack, Might get the chance to himself, many in the program
to air out the ball a little more this including Duncan, are excited to
season as a revamped offensive line see what he can do. collects its bearings early. Much
On the other side of the ball.
like Christian Duncan a year ago defensive stalwart Heskett returns
though. Deese may also see time to bolster a unit saturated with
in a different role as sophomore uncertainty. Heskett, a senior this
Dylan Boone's emergence at the year, roamed the middle for the
end of last season could allow the Tigers last season leading the squad
Tigers to attack from different angles with 125 tackles (82 solo, 43 assistusing Deese.
ed) while tacking on three fumble

P.M.)

OPPONENT

TIME
7.30

dLJCu,Tri

at Calloway Co'
GRAVES CO
at Mayfield
HEATH
at Ballard Mem'
CRITTENDEN CO'
at Caldwell Co
REIDLAND"
at Fulton Co

ret..,‘\mcs. itud a ,oi ol interceptions including one lot a score.

Duncan said the key for Heskett will he staying in the game as
much as possible V, hid) could mean
some different looks than he is used
to
"We've just got to has e - him on
the field a little hit more vs Inch
will maybe mean him knowing more
than one position.- Duncan said. ''hit'
instance, on defense we'll probably
rotate him depending on what the
call is. He'll either he down or up.
up as a linebacker and down as an
outside defensive lineman. We've
got to have another big season from
him."
• Ultimately though the biggest
unknown going into the season ss ill
be in the trenches. Channeling his
inner Frankel]ste in. Duncan will
attempt to. rebuild both front lines
from the ground up after a mass
exodus leases the units searching
for an identity. Though.their importance cant be overstated the Murray High head man said he feels
comfortable with who he inherited.
"They're going to determine our
season but I could gise sou a list
of 20 guys that are capable which

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS

new districts? Will Murray
maintain it's streak of
dominance and push
through to another undefeated regular season?
Outlook: Though
Duncan doesn't want
expectations to soar, he
might have his squad
right where he wants
them. Under the radar.
the Tigers may be poised
to strike with what possibly could be the fastest
offense the Tiger fans
have seen in a while.
Led by junior quarterback
Kendall Deese and senior running back Bob
Fields, the Murray High
attack should be fun to
watch again in 2011 with
Deese possibly getting a
chance to show his arm
and legs in a deviation
from typical Tiger style.
All in all it should be
another interesting season for Murray.
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CHANGERS:
FOUR MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH
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Kendall Deese
QB/DB
After three years of
running the Tiger
attack, this appears to
be the season Deese
will put it together with
both his legs and arm
as a dangerous playmaker for Duncan.
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Bob Fields
RB/DB
With the two running
backs ahead of him
now calling college programs home, its Fields
time to shine. Rave
reviews from coaches
in the preseason mean
Fields should be the
latest Tiger back to
break 1,000 yards.
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•See TIGERS. 8B

SCOUTING REPORT
Coach: Steve Duncan,
32-6 in three seasons at
Murray
Last season: 12-1 overall: 4-0 in 2A District 1,
advanced to state quarterfinals
Star in the making:
Dylan Boone (sophomore
quarterback/ linebacker)
Question marks: Exactly
how good can the Tigers
be after losing most of
their team? They'll miss
Christian Duncan, Robert
Olive, Robbie Jones and
Matt Deese but with a
solid core of underclassmen, veterans and transfers can the Tigers make
a smooth transition?
What kind of attack will
the Tigers employ this
eason? Will they ditch
the smashmouth drive it
between the tackles
rushing attack for a more
finesse speed rush?
Will Murray finally be
forced to throw the ball
without a stable of capable running backs to rush
the ball? What about the
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DATE
8-19
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Ian Heskett
LB/TE
Heskett will be the key
defensive cog for the
Tigers and will man the
middle linebacker spot
at the heart of the
defense. On offense
the senior will seetime
at tight end and may
get some carries as a
stout running back.
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ABOVE: Tiger running
back Bob Fields high
steps into the end zone in
a game against Fort
Campbell.
Duncan
LEFT: Steve
watches as his players
work on technique in
practice this season.

DI
Travis Moore
OUDL
Moore's work ethic
continues to impress
Murray coaches, as the
senior was one of few
to attend every off-season work-out and
weight lifting session.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
SCHEDULE
(All times PM)
DATE OPPONENT
8-19 CALDWELL CO TIME
7:30
8-26 MURRAY*
7:30
9-2 at Massac, I I
700
9-9
Webster Co 6:00
9-16 vs.
MARSHALL
9-23 LONE OAK^CO 7:30
7:00
9-30
HOPKINS
CC^
7:00
10-7
7:30
10-14 atat Owensboro^
Madisnville-NW
7:00
10-28 TRIGG CO
7:30
- district game
'- Crosstown
Stadium Classic at Roy Stewart

11

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Dist
Lone Oak
2-0
11-2
1-1
Calloway Co
0-2 2-9
Hopkins Co Centra'

3-8

5-6

GAME
CHANGERS:
FOUR MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH

Tyler Greer
QB
After two years of managing the team,Greer
will be looked to to create the attack this season as McKeel said the
offense will run through
his junior signal caller.

Garrett Schwettman
KJP
Schwettman continues
to have one of the
strongest and most
consistent legs in the
area, and the four-sport
athlete has plenty of
athleticism for McKeel
to utilize in any way he
chooses.

Photo by Nilldra Jone,
, Jones Photography

Despite losing talented pieces from last year's squad, the 2011 Calloway County Lakers should feature an explosive offense headed
up by junior quarterbck Tyler Greer and senior receiver Josh Friedrich. Head coach Josh McKeel enters his sixth season as the
Laker head man.

McKee': Offense on the
verge of something big
Greer, Friedrich form one of the top tandems in 4A football
By GREG WADDELL

Assistant Sports Editor

hree years ago
Casey
Brockman
was the face of the
Laker Nation. The
season after, for
good or bad, Tyrell
Willis assumed the
reins as most recognizable Laker football player in
the state of Kentucky. Last season
though was a bit of a departure
from the trend as no one associated with the program was a household name on the state level. All
of that may be changing this season though, as two players in particular look plenty capable of taking the mantle.
Led by junior quarterback Tyler
Greer and senior receiver Josh
Friedrich things are looking on the
up for Laker football after last
year's disappointing 2-9'season.
Greer, who passed for 2.821
yards and connected on 26 touchdown a year ago, will look to shrug
off last season's 48 percent completion percentage and 18 interceptions and should be poised for a
break out campaign as the Laker
signal caller.
One cause for concern though may
be out of Greer's control. Relying
heavily on an air based attack in
2010, the Calloway County ground

game registered just
828 yards with 6
touchdowns in II
games last season.
Add in the fact that
the Lakers lose their
leading
rusher,
Michael Treadway,
to graduation and
things look a little
bit more suspect.
Head Coach Josh McKeel said
the team will look to a commitee
to fill the void with some new
faces possibly finding themselves
in the mix.
"Obviously you have to be able
to run the football if you're going
to win football games it," McKee!
said. "We put ourselves in some
situations last year where we werent really able to establish the run
and it cost us. We have to get guys
like Steven Treadway, Mikey's
younger brother, who will be a junior for us to carry the football. I
(also) expect Hunter Arnold to be
able to come back there and carry
some and maybe even see Friedrich
back there occasionally with Garret Cowan. We're not necessarily
going to have a marquee back per
se but we've got to have some
guys that step in and run the football.One player in particular who will
get the chance to fill the void will

be senior Dustin Harvey. Harvey,
who played offensive line for the
Lakers last season, will be looking
for running lanes now instead of
creating them. His position change
may be a signal of good things to
come.
McKeel seems to think so, listing Harvey as a key player for the
season and a pleasant surprise for
Laker Nation.
Despite the uncertainty in the
backfield some things are a little
more clear cut. With another year
of seasoning, the playmaking duo
of Greer and Friedrich should be
on the verge of something big.
Friedrich; who led all 4A schools
with 1,221 receiving yards in 2010
while adding 11 scores, will be
Greer's go to target from the get
go and should allow the potent
offense to continue moving at its
established pace.
McKee! said the offense will
start with Greer but that Friedrich
will play a big role.
"It's all going to run through
Greer,- McKee! said. -That's part
of being the quarterback. ft's one
of the good things and also one of
the things you work so hard for if
you expect so much out of him.
It's really powerful to have Greer
coming back. (He's) only as a junior but yet (has) as much experience as he possibl> could after

SCOUTING REPORT
Dustin Harvey
RB
A converted offense
lineman, Harvey will
look to replicate
Michael headway's
devestating hits from a
season ago as the next
in line of bruising Laker
running backs.

Garrett Cowen
DB
Cowen will look to
have a breakout season as a Laker after
playing in the secondary last year where he
recorded 15.5 solo
tackles and 19 assisted
stops.

Coach: Josh McKeel.
28-41 in six seasons at
Calloway
Last season: 2-9 overall.
0-2 in 4A District 1,
advanced to first round of
playoffs
Star in the making:
Tyler Greer (junior quarterback)
Question marks: How
will the Lakers grow this
season with another season of experience under
Greer's belt? Will the
quarterback and his top
receiver, Friedrich, make
as big an impact as
imagined or will teams
game plan to shut the
duo down? Can the
Lakers' other players find
a way to fill the holes and
take pressure off
Friedrich?
Will the running game,
which struggled at times
last season, be able to
assert itself under a new
bruising back in Harvey
or will the back by committee approach backfire
in Laker Land?

Outlook: After struggling
to a lowly 2-9 season,
the Lakers return most of
their star power from a
season ago. Gone are
Michael Treadway,
Keaton Starks and a
handful of others but the
Lakers are Greer's team
now and McKeel feels
comfortable with his
young signal caller.
Overall, look for a more
explosive attack as
chemistry is good
between Greer and his
wide receiver corps. The
pressure will be off and
the young signal caller
should have a breakout
season as the go to man
on an offense full of
weapons.
The defense presents
some question marks but
McKeel has instituted a
change in schemes to
keep his playmakers
near the ball. It should be
a good year in Laker
Nation.

MLT file photos
ABOVE: Junior quarterback Tyler Greer looks for
a hole against Hart
County last season
McKeel
RIGHT: Josh
instructs his team during
a time out inlast year's
Crosstown Classic.

playing a substantial amount his
freshman year and then coming
back and starting every game his
sophomore season. I really expect
him to do well and having Friedrich
as your target is a good place to
start."
But Friedrich shouldn't be the
only weapon this year as McKeel
expressed excitement over -a handful of players just under the radar
who appear poised to establish themselves this year.
Unlike the offense, which has
become a trademark in the McKeel regime, the defensive unit hasn't found its niche in recent years.
The biggest difference between the
two lately has been consistency.
McKee! noted, which he hopes to
remedy before the season opener.
"We're trying to get to a point
where our defense has a defensive
mentality," McKee! said. "I feel
good about our offense. We always
have had some success on offense
and our defense has played well at
times but we've got to get a consistent effort from those guys."
Task number one for the Laker
head man will be putting players
in a position to succeed with some
tweaking to the gameplan. Different schemes will be the first change
on the agenda.

•See LAKERS,
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MURRAY STATE RACERS
GAME
CHANGERS:
FIVE MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH
Ja-Vonta Trotter
WR

Arthur Brackett
WR
Brackett is one of the top
offensive weapons returning
to the potent "Hatch Attack"
this season, and should benefit the Racers even more
this year in a new role.
Hatcher moved the All-OVC
wide-out to the Y positon.
brining the physical speedster
inside as opposed to outside.
Hatcher said the transition
has gone smoothly and he
expects Brackett to be a
favorite target of quarterback
Casey Brockman.
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photo courtesy of MSU Sports Information

Murray State will look to improve on its recent success, stemming from a 6-5 season a year ago in
which the Racers finished tied for fourth place in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Hatcher wants
consistency now
Second-year head coach says pieces are in place
for special season if everyone does their job
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

Brandon Wicks
LB
Wicks, a former standout at
Murray High, entered camp
his freshman year not knowing what to expect. By the
end of it, he found himself as
the starting safety, leading
the team in tackles in '10.
Now the much heavier Wicks
is transitioning to linebacker.
where Hatcher hopes to use
Wicks' tackling ability to sure
up some issues that plagued
the Racers a season ago.

If the end of camp scrimmage
was any indication of what's to
come. Trotter should play a
key role in the offense this
season. Trotter caught three
touchdowns in the scrimmage
from quarterback Casey
Brockman, and will return to
action this season after sitting
out a year in 2010.

C
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come
sprinting from the
depths of Roy
Stewart Stadium
through the navyblue double-doors
and up the concrete steps one-by-

one.
As they near the top step, they
begin to hit their stride. jogging
across the track and onto the
scorching turf.
Players begin to trickle out as
well. First a few, then hoards of
young men, gold helmets in hand.
dreams of an OVC Championship
on their minds.
Classic Phil Collins . begins to
blare from the loud speakers high
above the field.

Then Journey comes on. Then
Lil' Jon. Then T-Pain.
To sonic, it would seem like.
chaos.
To Chris Hatcher, it's a symphony at work.
Entering just his second-year
as the Racers' head coach. Hatcher has certainly put his stamp on.
a program lacking an indentity prior
to his arrival.
The easiest way to notice the
new, no-excuse and win-now
approach of Hatcher and his coaching staff is to look.
Some things aren't physical,
however.
They're mental.
"Getting our players to buy in
mentally is a big part of what we
do," Hatcher said in an interview
earlier in the preseason. "Once
you get them to believe, you can

Cunn

start seeing the results, and that
keeps them going."
The biggest of those intangible
differences lies in the fact that every
player on the Racers entering 2011
firmly belies es the Racers are the
team to beat in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Hatcher has instilled a mental
ity around the team synonomous
with that of a winning program,
because, afterall, that's what the
Racers are about to become accord ing to most.
After being picked to finish last
in the OVC prior to the start of
last season. Hatcher and his Racers sent shockwaves 'through the
OVC, finishing 6-5 overall, putting themselves in fourth place ih
the conference by the end of the
•See RACERS,9B

Joe Gamsky
DT
As one of the leaders on a
revived defense. Gamsky's
role in the locker room may
be as big as his performance
on the field. The former
Morehead St. transfer will be
heavily relied upon to bring
pressure to the OVC QB's.

Kienan Cullen
K/P
Cullen needs no introduction
to special teams coordinators
in the OVC, in fact, he keeps
them awake at night. Cullen
has solidified his spot as one
of the elite kickers and punters in the OVC, and will be a
field position machine for the
Racers again this year.
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VOTED FAVORITE AUTO
REPAIR IN
CALLOWAY CONN
RS IN A ROW!

gap;rem Siffee 7962

Get into the game w/GREAT FO

install quality Jasper Engines & iransmissions
We do routine maintenance on all vehicles
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MANAGEMENT AND STAFF: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham and Ricky Cunningham
41‘......
"
Hours: 7:30 c'

m. M

p - .19 South 4th '
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A LOT I IAS CHANGED
BUT SOME THINGS ARE
FOREVER

Dine-In or Carry-out

Mon.-Sat. 11 am-Midnight
759-8866
1005 Arcadia Circle
Murray, KY 42071
www.bigapplemurray.com
(Behind Cheri Theater)
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LAKER PRIDE!!!
4

Mitchell T. Ryan
initchnanoimurravkvattornevs.com

Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
204 S. tith St. • Marra', 10 42071
1270) 753-2633
www.murraykyattomeys.com

K. Bryan Ernstberger
murravattomevaigmail com
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Your Total Car Care Business

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

Vol. 1

Private dining rooms available
for meetings parties!
Home ofthe

Special Bean Roll!!!.
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